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FOREWORD 

This report was prepared by the rlnghes Research Laboratories, 
Malibu,   California,   on Air Force Contract AF 33(657)-8769.    The con- 
tract was initiated under Task No.   519102 of Project No.   5191,   "Re- 
ceivers for Laser Radars. "   The werk was administered under the 
direction of AF Avionics Laboratory,   Researcb and Technology Division, 
hl-<-.   W.   C.   Schoonover,     project engineer. 

This report covers the period 15 November  1962 to 15 October 
1963, 

The experimental and theoretical work presented in this report 
was contributed by personnel of the Quantum Physics Department,   the 
Electron D_   amics Department,   and the  Theoretical Studies Depart- 
ment.    Mr.   I.   J.   D'Haenens and Dr.   C.   R.  Guiliano were responsible 
for the ruby laser experiments,   Drs.   W.   B.  Bridges and D.   F.   Hotz 
were responsible for the gas laser experimt-nts,   and Drs.   B.   A. 
Lengyel and G.  S.   Picus contributed the  sections on laser detectors. 
Dr.  W.   P.   Brown,  Jr.,  Dr.  P.  Gottlieb,   Mr.  C.  H.  Wilcox,  and 
Mr.   R.   L.  Forward studied the problems involved in utilizing lasers 
for radars.    The project engineer for the major portion of the con- 
tract was Robert L.  Forward. 

This report is the final report and it concludes the work on 
contract AF 33(657)-8769. 
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ABSTRACT 

. 

Various problems associated with receivers for laser radars 
were investigated experimentally and theoretically. The 
spontaneous emissionpower of a laser amplifier was calcu- 
lated theoretically pnd compared with the experimental 
results obtained fror^ a ruby laser amplifier. A high gain 
single pass xenon gas laser amplifier was constructed with 
a net gain of 48 dB/m at 3.5 |Ji, The 3.39 p. line of a single 
pass helium-neon gas amplifier was magnetically tuned and 
it was found that the gain-bandwidth product of the amplifier 
varied from 200 Mc to 400 Mc depending upon the polariza- 
tion and strength of the input signal. A survey of laser 
detector technology was made. Feasibility studies were 
made of various coherent optical data processing concepts. 
Synthetic aperture techniques appear to be only marginally 
feasible, but there is no fundamental limitation that would 
prevent the application of pulse compression techniques to 
optical radar systems, A theoretical investigation of the 
quantum limitations on laser radar system performance was 
made. These limitations are not a problem in present sys- 
tems, but they will have to be considered for future, space- 
borne systems where high accuracy is desired. 
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SECTION   1 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this program was to study the various problems 
arising in the development and use of receivers for laser radars.    The 
areas investigated covered a broad spectrum of laser receiver problems 
from basic quantum noise considerations to sophisticated coherent  iata 
processing techniques. 

The experimental work included a study of the noise and amplifi- 
cation properties of a ruby laser preamplifier and a xenon gas iL.ber 
preamplifier,   and an investigation of the operating characteristi. s of a 
Zeeman tuned helium-neon gas laser preamplifier. 

The theoretical work included a general investigation of the quan- 
tum limitations on laser radar system performance,   a comprehensive 
survey of optical detector technology,   a definitive study of spontaneous 
emission from a laser amplifier,  and a preliminary investigation of the 
feasibility of applying coherent data processing concepts such as pulse 
compression and synthetic aperture techniques to the optical domain. 

B. SUMMARY 

In tne section on solid state laser amplifiers the results of exper. 
imental and theoretical work on ruby laser preamplifiers are presented, 
and calculated and measured values of the noise characteristics are 
compared.    The thec-etical work calculated the spontaneous emission 
power of a laser an       fier UJ a function of the amplifier configuration 
and such measurable   -arameters as gain and inversion.    The experimen- 
tal work involved the construction and investigation of two ruby laser 
amplifiers.   Amplifier No. 1 had Brewster angle end faces and was 2. ?,5 in. 
longbyO 325in. indiameter.   The electronic gain was 20 dB withanetgain 
o+ ^   5 -.IB; the maximum inversion reached was 0.64,  equivalent to 1.28 

;'«e puotons per signal mode.    This amplifier had excessive ocattering 
.oss and was replaced by Amplifier No.  2 (3. 0 in. b/ 0. 375 in. ) which 
had perpendicular antireflection coated end faces.    In the second amp'i- 
fier,  the electronic gain was only 17.4 dB due to a lower chromium ion 
concentration, but the net gain was 6. 3 dB since the scattering losses 

Manuscript released by  the author 10 December 1963 for publication as 
an RTD Technical Documentary Report. 
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were lower.    The maximum inversion reached was  0.675,   corresponding 
to  1. Z4 noise photons per signal mode.    The calculated and observed noise 
powers of the two amplifiers agree within the limits of the assuinptions in 
the theory and the experimental error. 

In the subsection on a high gain single pass xenon amplifier,   infor- 
mation is given on the gain,   life,   and noise performance of a xenon laser 
amplifier operating at 3, 5 p,    A maximum «mall signal gain of 48 dB/m 
was observed,  with incipiert saturation occurring at about 0.4 pW/mm^ 
at the output.    Tube life of the order of 100 hour-   was observed.    Experi- 
mental results of the study of noise characteristics indicate that the laser 
amplifier does improve the signal-to-noise ratio of a receiver s/stem if 
used before a detector; however,  quantitative measurements of the noise 
were not made. 

The subsection on Zeeman tuned single pass helium-neon ampli- 
fiers describes the gain measurements taken at 3,39 p during the magnetic 
tuning of a helium-neon amplifier.    It was found that the gain bandwidth 
product of the amplifier varied from 200 Mc to 400 Mr depending upon 
the polarization state and power level of the input signal. 

The material presented in Appendix   I is summarized in the section 
on laser detector technology.    It is concluded that the traveling-wave 
phototube and the solid state photodiode are the best devices available to 
date for detectors of microwave modulated light.    The phototube is better 
for wavelengths less than 7 000A because of its greater bandwidth and the 
photodiode is better for wavelengths greater than 1. 1 p because of its 
quantum efficiency.    Between 0,7 and 1, ) p,   the choice depends upon 
system requirements. 

In the subsection on synthetic apertures at optical wavelengths a 
study of the feasibility of applying synthetic aperture concepts to laser 
radars is described.    There was no investigation of methods to carry out 
this processing,  but instead it was assumed that the processor existed. 
The problem was then investigated from the standpoint of physical feasi- 
bility in terms of tnt  target characteristics,  the probable environmeiitj 
and the effects of th-      •■ry shurt wavelength of light compared to micro- 
wave wavelengths,    'x    i synthetic aperture technique does not appear 
feasible in the atmosphere or in space at long ranges with high closing 
rates.    It is marginally feasible in space at short ranges and low velocities. 

The subsection on optical radar pulse comprcs-don systems outlines 
finding; indicating that there is no fundamental limitation that would pre- 
vent the application of pulse compression techniques to optical radar sys- 
tems.    Because of the present capabilities of laser modulators and 
demodulators,  it was felt that phase or polarization coded systems \'.?re 
preferable to chirp techniques.    Preliminary configurations were designed 
for an active optical fiber delay line and a multiple reflection delay line. 



i 

i 
in the subsection on signal-to-noise ratios of laser receiver 

systems,   calculations of the signal-to-noise ratios of an optical signal 
are reviewed.    These calculations were made after attenuation in a 
transmission medium and after amplification by four different systems: 
(1) a photodetector,   (2) a single mode laser amplifier,   (3) a single mode 
optical heterodyne,  and (4) a laser preamplifier followed by an optical 
heterodyne. 

It was found that an amplifier must be used before the signal 
becomes too weak (when the average number of received photons approaches 
unity) or information will be irretrievably lost.    If the number of received 
signal photons is appreciably larger than unity,   any of the amplifiers can 
be used,   provided they do not degrade the signal too much.     The degrada- 
tion factor for the laser amplifier is related to the inversion; the degra- 
dation factor for the optical heterodyne or photodetector is the quantum 
efficiency. 

The subsecr.ion on position prediction accuracy of Doppler radar 
Icacrihes a theoretical study of the fundamental quantum limits to the 
measurement of range and range rate.    It was determined that the meas- 
urement of range and range rate are not independent because of quantum 
meclianical uncertainty relationships.    It was also found that there are 
optimum values for the range and range rate accuracies and the pulse 
repetition rate that are related to the target velocity,   the frequency and 
average number of the received photons,   and the desired accuracy of 
future position prediction.    These considerations are not relevant to 
present systems,  but they will have to be considered for future,   space- 
borne systems where high accuracy is desired.    For instance,  if the 
target velocity is  10 km/sec,   the average number of received photons is 
four,   and the desired future position accur; ../ is ± l/lO m,   there is an 
optimum value for the accuracy of the Doppier shift measurement of 
+ 16 kc/sec. 
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SECTION   2 

SOLID STATE LASER AMPLIFIERS 

One of the factors governing the feasibility of a laser preamplifier 
for use in a laser radar is the noise behavior in such a system.    The 
aoise considered here arises from the spontaneous emission due to 
fluorescence in tho system.    If the spontaneous emission were constant 
or varying in time in some known fashion,   the final detector could be 
biased so as to subtract it out.    The fluctuations in the fluorescent noise, 
however,   cannot be biased out.    These fluctuations depend upon th    spon- 
taneous noise power from the amplifier and it is this quantity whi>-a las 
been examined. 

Theoretical calculations of the fluorescent emission power of a 
later amplifier were made; they were presented in the App'ndix to luterir 
Engineering Report No,   2  (Ref.   1) and the ASD Laser Receiver Meeting 
Summary (Ref.   2),    A slightly revised version is included here as Appeu- 
dixll.   Experiments have been carried out and compared with the theory. 
Two different ruby amplifiers were studied in detail and the calculated 
and observed noise powers agree within the limits of the assumptions 
made and the experimental error.    The bandwidth properties of both 
signal source and amplifiers have been examined and compared. 

A, ABSORPTION AND SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS 

The experimental apparatus was set up according to the arrange- 
ment shown in Figs,   1 and 2,    It consisted of a signal source,  beam 
splitter,  polarizer,   amplifier,   and detector.    The signal source used is 
a ruby laser with the C-axis oriented at 90° to the propagation axis.    The 
signal was stopped down with two apertures so that the spot entering the 
amplifier was aboui, one-thuJ the size of the input aperture.    This cor- 
responds to a beam      -le of Jaout 5 mrad (~ 10'5 sr).    The beam splittfex 
and photodiode prov.      a means for sampling the light before amplification 
in the ruby amplifier.    The polarizing prism was used immediately b'-fore 
the amplifier to insure that only signals of the desired polarization were 
allowed to enter the amplifier.    The polarizing prism was necessary be- 
cause it was found that some depolarization takes place in the beam 
splitter even though the la.ser was oriented to produce the desi-ed polar- 
izatior, fo:   th^ amplifier. 

; Gain measurements were made on two different amplifiers. 
Amplifier No.   1 was a rod 2,25 in,  long by 0.325 in.  in diameter with 
Brewster angle ends and Amplifier No,   2 was j,ü in. by 0,375 in,  with 
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Fig.   1.    Schematic Diagram of Apparatus for Noise Measurements. 
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Fig.   2,    Expei       ?ntal »irrangement for Noise Measurements. 



perpendicular antireflection coated end faces.    Net gains of 5. 5 dB and 
6.3 dB,  respectively,  were achieved.    Figures 3 and 4 show plots of 
electronic gain as a function of pumping time at a constant pumping rate. 
(The pump power supply utilized a pulse shaping network with an essen- 
tially square-wave output.    Each capacitive section contributes 400 J in 
150 |j.sec pumping time.    Hence,   a pumping rate of 2.67 MW was ob- 
tained. ) 

The actual gain measurements were carried out in the following 
manner.    Delay circuits on the amplifier,   oscillator,   and oscilloscope 
were arranged so that the signal pulse was fired into the amplifier  at 
the end of the pumping period of the amplifier.    The input and output 
signals were viewed at that time on a dual-beam oscilloscope with a 
sweep rate of 5 psec/cm.    Thus the gain was measured for the individual 
laser spikes.    The difference in insertion loss for the two amplifiers is 
partly due to a concentration difference but is also caused by large scat- 
tering losses in Amplifier No.   1.    A computation of the scattering loss 
can be accomplished by a measurement of the dead loss measurements 
üui  both polarizations and by the use of the following equation: 

L    =   (1 -R)2e-(a+5)i (1) 

where  R   is the reflectivity at the end faces,   a   and   6  are absorption and 
scattering cross sections,  respectively,   and  i   is the length of the rod. 

We may rewrite (1) in exponential form,  obtaining 

LdB    =   -10 log (1  -R)2  +   adBl   +   5dBi (2) 

where Lfjg   is the single pass loss through the amplifier in decibels, 

cijr,   =  -   a     and     5,^,   = 6   .    The assumption is made that 
dB 2.3 dB 2.3 

6  is the same for i  cr  ai.d  tr polarizations  (i.e.,  light polarized per- 
pendicular and para.   ■?! to the optic axis,   respectively).    For Ampliiier 
No,   1,   Rg.   =   0   (Brewster's angle for   a polarization),  whereas 
RTT   =   0.25 .    For Amplifier No,   2 both scattering and reflection losses 
are assumed to be the same for both polarizations and are lumped to- 
gether in the 6-term.    We also use the fact that  Qir   - a^/lO. 

The measured losses in both amplifiers for the two polarizations 
are substittued into (2) to yield the results listed in Table  1. 
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TABLE  1 

LOSS CHARACTERISTICS AND RELATED CONSTANTS 

Amplifier No,   1 
2.25 in,   x 0, 325 in. 
Brewster angle end 

faces 

Amplifier No.   2 
3, 0 in, x 0.375 in. 
Perpendicular anti- 
reflection end faces 

Measured loss of  (r         IT,  \ 
polarized light                       c' 14.5 dB 11, 1 dB 

Measured loss of  IT        (L  ) 
polarized light                       * 6. 0 dB 1,8 dB 

Calculated absorption 
ronstant                                  (a0") 2. 13 dB/cm 1.36 dB/cm 

Calculated scattering     ... 
constant 0.40 dB/cm 0. 098 dB/cm 

Cr + ^ concentration 
calculated from a** 0. 087% 0. 055% 

- Evaluation of absorption and scattering enables us to determine 
the inversion reached at the point of maximum gain in the amplifier. 

dB 
10 log (1 - R)    +   (la dB " 0dB M (3) 

where   GJT,   is the rrr-asured net gain in decibels and ars 

N2-Nl 
N-jf Nj (4) 

,max Tht, -naximum net gain  G.R     and inversion are given in Table 2, 

I 
1 
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TABLE 2 

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

Amplifier No.   1 Amplifier No.   2 

Cain .„max, 
(GdB    ' 5, 5 6.3 

Inversion (1) 0.64 0.675 

Noise photons (N) 1.28 1.24 

In Table 2, 

N„ 
N 

N„ N, 
;1 

(5) 

is the number of noise photons per signal mode.    This quantity occurs in 
the expression for the spontaneous noise power to be discussed below. 

B. SPECTROSCOPY 

Comparisons of the oscillator and amplifier bandwldths were made 
spectroscopically using a 3.4 m Jarreil-Ash spectrograph.    Some of the 
spectrographic plates are reproduced in Fig.   5.    The total spread of the 
oscillator bandwidth is about 2. 5 x 10^0 cps.    (The individual modes of 
the oscillator which occur within its bandwidth are approximately 0. 1 x 
lOlO cps wide when resolvable and are separated by 0. 2 x 10*0 cps. * 
On the other hand,      i amplifier bandwidth at half gain is approximately 
ten times larger, c       o^ut 25 x 10^ cps.    The fluorescence of a 0.05% 
ruby was also obseiv -d spectrophotometrically,  using a l/2 m Jarrfl.'.-As h 
inonochromator.    Both  <r  and  w fluorescence were measured for the  Ri 
ami  R->   lines.    These are displayed in Fig.   6.    The relative intensities 
of  Rj/R2   fluorescence for the  a  and  IT  polarizations are 

-i       =   1.65 =   0.697 
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I C, NOISE MEASUREMENTS 

The spontaneous emission power from the amplifiers was meas- 
ured and compared with the theoretical estimate in a treatment previously 
disclosed  (Appendix II). Calibration of the photomultiplier tube was 
accomplished by observing the known output of a helium-neon  gas laser 
at 6328  A   and using the reported response curve of the S-10 photosurface 
to obtain the response at 6943 A.    The bandv/idth of the interference filter 
on the photomultiplier tube is such that both  R j   and  R?   fluorescence 
were obserwj.    Since we arc interested only in  Rj   noise,  we subtract 
out the  R2  i^-orescence using the known emission spectrum (see Fig.  6), 
Only the fluorescence corresponding to the high gain polarization 
(cr - polarization) is desired for the comparison between theory and 
experiment.    This was observed by placing the polarizing prism be- 
tween the amplifier and the detector, 

The predicted spontaneous emission power (Appendix II) for a 
Lorentzian shaped line is given by 

Ptot /        N, \   ,..2, /,_        \l/2 

hi- 

where 

/       NZ        \  2„ZA   ,      .,/logg      ,V'/2A 

2      gj     1 

(6) 
/ 1/6 

2 

photon/sec sr 

Nj, N^ a respective population densities 

gji gT - respective degeneracy factors 

Av w^ - linewidth at one-half gain 

g 3 eaf   = amplifier gain 

A 5- iross-sectional area of amplifier . 

Substituting the pen     ;nt quantities into (4) for Amplifiers No.   1 and 2 
and using detector solid angles of 2. 14 x 10"^ sr and 1.25 x lO"* sr, 
respectively,  we obtain 4. 14 x 10^6 photon/sec for Amplifier No.   I and 
3,52 x 10^° photon/sec for Ax-nplifier No.  2.    These numbers correspond 
to the total number of fluorescence photons per second in the jolid anglj 
oi the detector which occur in the   a polarization of the Rj-line. 

The total emission power received for cr-polarization in Amplifiers 
No.   1 and 2 is 6, 8 x 1016 photon/sec for No.   1 and 7. 0 x 1016 photon/sec 
for No.  2.    Multiplying these numbers by 0.623,  the ratio of Rj  fluores- 
cence to Rj +  R2  fluorescence obtained from Fig,   6,  one obtains: 
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Amplifier No.   1 Amplifier No.   2 

Measured 4,24 xlO16 4.36 xlQ16 

Calculated 4.14xl016 3. 52 x 10l0 

The agreement is well within the limits of the approximations made and 
the experimental errors. 

The feasibility of laser preamplifiers really depends upon fluctu- 
ations in the spontaneous emission since these fluctuations constitute the 
true noise in the sense of signal detectability.    Our study has beer limited 
to a determination of the total spontaneous emission power and to a com- 
parison with the theoretical prediction.    The fluctuations in the noise 
power which govern signal detectability have not been investigated 
experimentally. 

We can state some conditions,  however,  which can be imposed 
on the system in order to minimize the noise.    First,   the aperture: of 
the detector should be limited so as to subtend a solid angle no larger 
than the signal beam.    This eliminates the detection of fluorescence lying 
outside of the actual signal beam.    Thus it is necessary to observe only 
noise photons which cannot be spatially filtered from the signal photons. 
Second,   a frequency filter should be used.    Because the oscillator band- 
width is much smaller than that of the amplifier,  only a small fraction 
of noise is of the same frequency as that of the signal.    A simple calcu- 
lation based on the assumption of a Lnrentzian line shape gives the 
fraction of spontaneous emission whoae frequency lies in the signal fre- 
quency region. 

g(v)   =     —HI  (7) 
(Avl/2^  +   (v0 - vt 

is the equation for a        rentzian line with a width at half-height of  Avj/^ 
and a central frequenc /     v0 .    The function is normalized so that 

g(v)dv   =   1     . (8) 

o 

/ 
-UJ 
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The fraction of noise in the fluorescence spectrum corresponding to the 
laser freqviency is given by 

AvLg(vo) 

r J -rr> 

A^ 
1 

L    tr^v 

g(v)dv 
1/2 

(9) 

where Av,   is the bandwidth of the laser oscillator.    Substitution of 
values in the above equation gives 

Av 2.5 x 10 
10 

L   ITAV 
1/2 25 x 10

10
(TT) lOir 

•    0.032 (10) 

or about 3%.    Thus about 97% of the fluorescence could be filtered out 
without interfering with the signal. 

With the above constraints of spatial and frequency filtering using 
apertures, post-amplifier filtering and, of course,  polarization discrimi- 
nation,  it is possible to investigate the problems of detectability more 
fully. 

C. R.  Giuliano 
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SECTION    3 

GASEOUS LASER AMPLIFIERS 

Gas lasers have a number of characteristics such as continuous 
single-mode operation,   good frequency stability, and low power require- 
ments which make them very suitable for use in laser receiver systems. 
These characteristics obviousL  make gas lasers almost ideal for use as 
local oscillators in optical superheterodyne systems.    Their value as 
laser preamplifiers is less obvious due to the low gains per unit length 
and the narrow amplification bandw^.dths of most transitions.    The studies 
carried out under this contract concentrated on these two problem areas 
in an effort to define more quantitatively the potential value of gas lasers 
as single pass preamplifiers.    The section on high gain single pass xenon 
amplifiers reports L,ne results of the investigation of the high gain transi- 
tion of xenon in the infrared,  and the section on Zeeman tuned single 
j.iss helium-neon amplifiers reports the result of investigations of the 
effect of magnetic tuning on the amplification characteristics. 

A. HIGH GAIN SINGLE PASS XENON AMPLIFIERS 

High optical gain at 3. 508 p. has previously (Ref.   3) been observed 
in a xenon-helium discharge.    The reported figure of over 50 dB/m is 
sufficiently high to make this laser transition (5d [7/2] Q -• 6p[ 5/2] 2) an 
interesting candidate for a single pas? optical receiver preamplifier. 
Consequently,  work was initiated 0:1 xeuon-helium a   4 pure xenon laser 
discharge tubes. 

1. Gain Measurement 

Preliminary measurements of single pass gain in xei.on 
were given in the        >endix _if Interim Engineering Report No.   3 (Ref.  4) 
and have been pubi     .ed elsewhere (Ref.   5).    From the variation of gain 
with input signal po'ver given in that report,  it was evident that some 
gain saturation was present,   even at the lowest signal levels used in 
those measurements.    In order to repeat the measurement with lower 
signal levels it was necessary to use a more sensitive delc-.c'or than the 
theuT'opile which would also discriminate the amplified signai from the 
light   originating in the amplifier itself.    A phase-locked detection sys- 
tem satisfying these requirements was assembled; the entire experi- 
mental arrangement is shown in Figs.   7 and 8.    The various comp''nents 
in this system are described below. 
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Fig.   7.    Photograph of Experimental Arrangement. 
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The laser used as a signal source is shown more clearly in 
Fig.   9.    This tube used a hot cathode  dc discharge with the discharge 
dimensions 5 mm in diameter by 60 cm long.    The windows were made 
of 0. 060 in.  Homosil quartz and were attached to the discharge tube 
with a vacuum epoxy (Varian "Torr Seal").    A pure xenon fill of 0. 100 
Torr initially was used in this tube; the tube volume was increased by 
adding a bottle on a side arm.   (Refer to subsection 2,   "Tube Life. ") 
The oscillator cavity used a  100 cm radius gold-coated mirror (opaque) 
and an uncoated quartz flat (approximately 4% reflectivity) spared 90 cm 
apart,   giving a longitud-nai mode spacing of about 170 Mc.    Since the 
3. 508 n line is asout 150 Mc wide,   single mode operation was quite 
probably achieved but measurements were not made due to the lack of a 
suitable (170 Mc output) detector at this wavelength. 

A number of glass filters (Corning 7-56) were used as attenu- 
ators.    These were tilted slightly to prevent reflected light from return- 
ing to either the oscillator or amplifier laser.    The attenuators were 
calibrated at 3, 508 M- wavelength with an Eppley thermopile inserted at 
position A (Fig.   8).    Attenuation ranged from 5   L to 5. 8 dB per filter. 

A three-vane chopper was used Lo modulate the signal at approxi- 
mately 90 cps.    A light source and photocell were included inside the 
chopper housing to provide a. reference signal to the lock-in amplifier 
(Princeton Applied Research Model JB-4). 

A special aperture, 2 mm in diameter, was used to limit the 
beam size and thus prevented multiple paths through the amplifier by 
reflection from the inner wall.    An elliptical hole was made in an 
evaporated silver coating on a quartz flat; this shape was chosen so that 
it would appear as a round hole when tilted at the Brcwstcr     angle. 
This type of aperture has minimum loss in transmission,  minimum 
scattering in the direction of incidence,   and no reflection in the direc- 
tion of incidence (Ref.   6).    Using such a stop there is no chance that 
spontaneous emission from the input end of the amplifier will be fed 
back into the amplifier. 

The amplifi      laser "-as identical in all respects to the oscillator 
laser described abc     .   except that it was sealed on to a vacuum pump 
station and gas filliii^ manifold.    As a test of over-all tube quality ard 
cleanliness this tube was initiallv filled with a normal helium-neon 
mixture and run at 6328 A; it produced 20 mW,   indicating excellent 
quality windows and alignment. 

The detector used was a lead selenide cell (obtained from 
Hughes Santa Barbara Research Center) operated at 77PK; it had a min- 
imum detectable signal of the order of 10"° W at 3. 508 (jt when used 
with the lock-in amplifier.    A Hewlett-Packard hp 450 amplifier was 
ahead of the lock-in amplifier.    A 5 mm diameter aperture was used 
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Fig.   9.    Oscillator Laser Tube B-31. 
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between the amplifier output and the detector cell to shield the detector 
from the hot cathode in the amplifier laser.    The over-all detection syt- 
tem was calibrated by comparison with the power measured by an Eppley 
thermopile placed at position B {Fig.   8), with the laser amplifier and 
chopper turned off.    A number of points on the curve were obtained by 
inse -ting the previously calibrated attenuators. 

Alignment and transmission through the amplifier were checked 
by measuring the unattenuated signal power at points  B and C  (Fig.   8) 
with the thermopile.,    The measured transmission loss was 0. 87; this 
agrees well \vith the loss for two Brewster angle quartz windows calcu- 
lated from published data (0. 88). 

The amplifier gain was measured by taking the ratio of power 
incident on the lead selenide cell with the amplifier discharge on to 
power incident on the lead selenide with the discharge turned off.    No 
correction was made for the fact that the incident power is measured 
through only one window.    Figure  10 gives the amplifier gain as a func- 
tion of input signal level for xenon pressures from 0. 150 Torr to 0, 010 
Torr,  with the discharge current optimized 3t each pressure.    The 
maximum gain observed was 29 dB at a xenon pressure of 0. 015 Torr, 
corresponding to a gain per meter of (100 cm/60 cm) 29 dB  a  48 dB/m. 
It is evident from Fig.   10 that gain saturation occurs at very low levels. 
A line of output power equal to 5 pW can be drawn through the points of 
incipient gain saturation and a line of output power equal to 60 |a.W 
through the points where the gain is reduced by 3 dB, indicating that 
saturation is independent of pressure.    The beam size, measured at the 
output end of the amplifier,  was approximately 4 mm in diameter.     Thlt; 
agrees closely with the size predicted by simple diffraction from the 
2 mm input aperture.    With this spot size,  the power densities are esti- 
mated to be approximately 0. 4 (J.W/mm2 for incipient saturation and 
4 p. ,//mm2 for 3 dB saturation. 

Operation of the amplifier was quite unstable with xenon fills 
below 0. 010 Torr.    Rapid gas cleanup occurred at the high discharge 
current densities necessary to achieve maximum gain.    The dotted por- 
tion of the 0. 010 Torr curve in Fig.   10 is probably due to gas prwS'S'iTb 
decreasing belc      .. 010 i'orr during the end of this run of measure- 
ments.    An atter.   t was made to attain constant pressure operation by 
leaking xenon into the system during the measurement; the valve and 
gauge on the gas filling mar.itold were sufficiently far from the location 
of the cleanup (presumed to be caused by sputtering at the cathode) that 
this method proved unreliable.    Although curves are not ihown in Fig. 
!C ''or pressures less than 0.010 Torr, the gain was  observed to drop 
off rapidly below this pressure.    Figure 11 shows the variation of 
unsaturaied gain with xenon pressure.    Also shown are the discharge 
current and power at the optimum gain point.    The discharge pc v/er 
increases less rapidly than the current since the voltage drop decreases 
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trom over 200 V at 0. 150 Torr to about 100 V at 0. 010 Torr.    Figure  12 
gives the typical variation of gain with discharge current for a fixed 
xenon pressure and different input signal levels.    Because of the limited 
time available,   rf excitation of the amplifier was not attempted although 
the preliminary measurements (Refs.   4 and 5) indicated that 5 or 10 dB 
more gain per meter might be obtained. 

2. Tube Life 

The tubes used in this experiment were identical in struc- 
ture to the helium-neon tubes used for general experimental work in this 
laboratory.     Experience with the helium-neon tubes indicates that life 
should be more than 1000 hours,  with no observed gas cleanup over that 
interval.    Sonne premature failures have been caused by impurity gas 
evolution from the cathode, coupled with insufficient gettering.    In con- 
trast,  the two sealed off xenon tubes operated to date exhibited serious 
gas cleanup.    Figure 13 gives the measured xenon pressure as a func- 
tion of operating time for the oscillator laser used in the present experi- 
UiSnt.    (The pressure was deduced from previously measured discharge 
V-I curves. )   This tube was run with increasing discharge current as 
the xenon pressure decreased in order to keep the tube at its maximum 
output power.    This   probably accounts for the increasing cleanup rate 
between 40 and 80 hours of operation.    This tube is still operative (in 
fact,  it has more output power than at tipoff),  but the total projected life 
is less than 100 hours,   or less than 20 hours more.    The tube volume, 
including the added bottle (see Fig.   •?)>  is approximately 270 cm . 
Pressure versus operating time records were not kept on the sealed cff 
xenon tube used in earlier experiments (B-25),  but its life was approxi- 
mately 20 hours; it had a volume of 130 cm^ and an initial xenon fill of 
0.050 Torr pressure.    Assuming the same average cleanup rate in 
atoms per second as that observed in tube B-31, the predicted life would 
be approximately 24 hours — in gnod agreement with the observed life of 
20 hours. 

The cleanup mechanism is presumed to be the "burying" of xenon 
under a sputtere'1 layer of cathode material.    Hot calhode helium-neon 
tubes exhibit little       any sp-ttering after 100 hours of operation.    Appar- 
ently the heavier x       n atoms with energies corresponding to the normal 
hot cathode potential fall are much more effective in sputtering than 
either neon or helium.    (When operated as cold cathode tubes,  with c-. 
much higher cathode fall, both xenon and helium-neon tubes exhibit a 
great deal of cathode sputtering,  and rapid gas cleanup.)   Nv life experi- 
ments have been made with sealed off,   rf  excited xenon laser^. 
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3, Noise 

We   review  briefly the  concepts   involved   in  the 
characterization of noise performance at microwave frequencies.    Fig- 
ure  14 shows the gain G(f),   output rrise power spectral density Pn{f), 
and noise figure F(f) as functions of frequency  f for a typical microwave 
amplifier (e. g. ,  a traveling-wave tube).    The useful bandwidth of the 
amplifier is B^; BQ is the bandwidth of the receiver in front of which the 
amplifier is used.    In almost all cases  BQ <  BA>  and often BD « BA« 
For the definition and measurement of noise figure,  it is usuallyassumed 
that BD «  BA-    Even the cases where  BD >   BA  (as,   for example,  a 
traveling-wave tube followed by an untuned crystal detector) present very 
little difficulty.    This is because the typical microwave amplifier pro- 
duces a negligible amount of noise outside the amplifier passband since 
the production of noise is so intimately tied to the gain mechanism.    If 
noise were present outside the pass band,   it would be a simple matter to 
build a practical,   low-loss, passive filter to eliminate this contribution 
completely. 

The noise figure   F  is defined by 

F   = 
(S/N)in S/kTBD 

(S/N)out        GS/GkTBD   + Pn 

(11) 
GkTB-   + P P D n , n 

1   + 
GkTBD GkTBD 

where  S is the signal power,   T    •  290oK,  and  P    is the total noise 
power detected. 

P  (f )     =     I     p  (f)   x   response of detector (f, f ) df (1?.) 

where  f    is the center of the detector response cui ..= .    In microwave 
amplifiers it is always possible to use a bandwidth  BD that is small 
enough so that pn(f)  is approximately constant over that ha^i,  thus mak- 
ing PJIUQ)   -   PnUo) ^D»  and  F independent of the detector ba .dwidth. 
It is thifl collide ration that makes noise figure so widely useful as a 
measure of amplifier noise behavior. 

By contrast,  consider the corresponding characteristics of the 
laser amplifier,   shown schematically ID Fig.   15.    The useful amplifier 
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for a Microwave Amplifier (i.e.,   Traveling-Wave 
Tube) Also Shown is the Response of a Typical Mi- 
crowave Detector (i. e. ,   a Superheterodyne Receiver^. 
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bandwidth may be of the order of 100 Mc (approximately  150 Mc for the 
3. 5 |i. xenon transition),   while the detector bandwidths may range as 
high as  10° Mc for a simple photodetector down to a few megacycles or 
less for the optical superheterodyne configuration.     Bandwidths between 
these extremes may be obtained with passive filters.     It may be possible 
to approach  Bj) <  BA for some laser lines with a grating filter (mono- 
chomator); but it is not likely,   however,  in the infrared,   where the high- 
gain laser lines occur.    It should be possible to achieve   BD K  BA with 
a passive optical cavity filter ahead of the detector with a sacrifice in 
transmission and with the addition of a blocking filter to suppress 
unwanted mode;;.    The most promising receiver configuration,  however, 
is the optical superheterodyne for which BQ  can be made comparable to 
BA  or much less than  BA-    The discussion of microwave amplifiers 
also wmld apply in close analogy to an optical amplifier used before a 
superheterodyne receiver. 

Noise figure as defined byEq. (11) would be a useful measure of 
amplifier performance,  provided,  of course, that the problem of spatial 
filtering has already been solved for the optical amplifier by reducing 
both signal and noise to a single propagating mode.    On the ether hand, 
we may note that it is necet sary to use the optical superheterodyne to 
measure the noise figure,  and that the technique of optical heterodyning 
is still quite new.    It is equally clear that the noise figure will not tell 
the whole story for receivers other than the optical superheterodyne. 

Unlike the microwave amplifier,  the laser has very strong noise 
contributions outside the amplifier passband that are completely unre- 
lated to the gain mechanism,  i. e.,   spontaneous emission on other tran- 
sitions.    To use the amplifier with a simple detector it is necessary to 
know pn(f) over the range of detector sensitivity (or filter passband when 
a filter is used between c.mplifier and detector).    The relative measure- 
ment of Pn(f) could be made with a high-re solution spectrometer, 
although measurement of the absolute level in watts per cps may present 
some difficulty.    Another way to evaluate the laser amplifier for use 
with broad-band defectors would be to make absolute power measure- 
ments with a sequence of filters of bandwidth Bp; the resulting power 
Pn(BF) 

f    +   B^ o F 

Pn(BF)     =   f Pn(f)df (13) 

fo   "   BF 

wouiö then tell how narrow the filter bandwidth must be to obtain a given 
signal-to-ncise ratio.    The disadvantages in this method of specifying 
the laser noise are obvious: Pn(BF) depends on the shape and syminetry 
of the measuring filters and furthermore,   Pn will be a discontinous 
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unction of Bp   since   pn(f)   is a line spectrum.    At this time no single 
method of specifying noise performance for laser amplifiers is as satis- 
factory for all possible applications as noise figure for microwave 
amplifiers. 

4. Noise Measurements 

Because of the limited time available,   it was not possible 
to make the type of measurements described above.     Attempts to impro- 
vise filters to improve signal-to-noise ratio proved unsuccessful because 
of equipment difficulties.    The noise performance of the xenon gas laser 
preamplifier,   within the limitations of experiments undertaken,   is as 
follows:    With the particular lead selenide detector and electronic ampli- 
fiers used,   and with no spectral or spatial filtering other than the simple 
apertures shown in Fig.   8,   signal levels of less than 5 x 10"! 1 W could 
be measured reasonably accurately.    With the amplifier discharge turned 
off but with everything else the same,   signals of the order of 10-9 W 
were the smallest that could be reasonably measureu. 

The comparison is admittedly very subjective,   since the "meas- 
urability" of the signals was judged by eye from a fluctuating meter.    It 
is also true that the lead selenide detector may not have been operating at 
optimum temperature or with optimum electronics,   but it was quite clear 
that the laser amplifier did not degrade the signal-to-noise ratio,   but 
improved it on the order of 1 0 dB.    This occurred despite the fact thct thi 
detector was receiving spontaneous emission from the amplifier over the 
range of about 0. 2 |X to 4. 5 p..    It is hoped that further measurements will 
yield a satisfactory description of the xenon amplifier noise behavior. 

W.   B.   Bridges 

B, ZEEMAN T       ÜD SINGLE PASS HELIUM-NEON AMPLIFIERS 

The near infrared transitions in the noble gas lasers,   e. g. ,   the 
3, 39 M- transition in neon and the 3. 50 JJ. transition in xenon,   r.re charac- 
toiiized by high gain and narrow gain bandwidths.    If one were lo consider 
their uje as a preamplifier for an optical Doppler radar,   a relative 
velocity of only about 10^ cm/sec (about one-tenth the velocity of sound) 
would shift the return signal to the half power point because of the 300 Mc 
bandwidth.    Such a narrow-band preamplifier would necessarily be of 
limited use unless it were possible to tune the narrow amplification 
bandwidth  over  a wide   frequency   range.      A  tuning   mechanism  is 
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available in the Zeeman effect which permits shifting the gain bandwidth 
of the amplifying transition linearly over wide frequency ranges at 
modest expenditures of power. 

Assuming that the signal to be amplified originates from a narrow- 
band,  coherent source such as a laser,  there may be unexpected effects 
when one attempts to tune a high gain amplifying transition across such a 
narrow signal.    Therefore it was considered worthwhile to investigate the 
optical amplification cf very narrow-band,   coherent input signals.    A 
first requirement would be the accurate determination of the gain band- 
width of the amplifying transition and the work reported below on the 
determination of the bandwidth for the 3. 39 ^ transition in the helium- 
neon laser represents our progress toward this goal. 

The technique used for this measurement employs a fixed fre- 
quency single mode oscillator and a tunable single pass amplifier.    The 
transition in neon used in both oscillator and amplifier is 5 s1 [ 1/2 ^ 
-* 4 p' [ 3/2 ]2   (in Racah notation).    The plane polarized output of the 
oscillator is converted to either right circular (OTR) or left circular (TL) 
polarization using a quarter-wave plate.    The amplifier,  when placed in 
an axial magnetic field parallel to the oscillator input beam,  amplifies 
either  (TR or CTL according to the theory of the Zeeman effect.    Varia- 
tions in the axial magnetic field then change    the frequency of the  <rj^ 
or (TL amplifying transitions relative to the line center and input fre- 
quency VQ,  and hence will tune the amplification bandwidth across the 
relatively narrow oscillator output. 

A description of the Zeeman effect for the transition is sketched 
in Fig.   16(a); the information is taken from Ref.  7.    Figure  16 (b) is the 
usual diagram enabling a simple calculation of the splitting frequencies. 
Examination of Fig.   16(b) allows us to sketch Fig.   16(c) which indicates 
in the usual manner the allowed transitions and the frequency splittings 
relative to the line center (Ref.  8).    The horizontal axis indicates a fre- 
quency scale with   W components drawn on top and a components below. 
The three   ir components are plane polarized parallel to the field and 
the six a componp-   s are plane polarized perpendicular to the field 
when observed noi      .1 to tne field.    When viewed along the magnetic 
field,  the  o- compoi   nts are circularly polarized.   When the light 
observed propagates in a direction antiparallel to the magnetic field 
direction,  (TR in emission corresponds to frequencies above  v0, and «n 
corresponds to frequencies below VQ.    Conversely,  when the field senso 
Is reversed (parallel to the light propagation direction), TR IT emission 
corresponds to frequencies below v0 and  «TL to frequencies above  v0 
(Ref.   9).    There are no   ir components radiated spontaneously along the 
field. 

i 

The experimental setup sketched in Fig.   17 indicates the ele- 
ments necessary to measure amplifier bandwidths.    The oscillator 
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X = 3.3V TRANSITION  IN NEON 
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(a)   The 3. 39 H- transition in neon 

.... 

g,» 1.295 (mg),      s                                 1.295                     0                    -1.295                                    | 
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(b)   Splitting frequencies of the allowed transitions. 

Fig,   16.     The Zeeman Spectrum of the 3. 39 |J. transition inNeon. 
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(c)     Zeeman spectrum and splitting frequencies for the  3. 39 \i transition. 

Fig,   16 (Continued) 
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I cavity was 43 cm long,  establishing a cavity mode spacing (Ac) of 
350 Mc.    The cavity was formed by an aluminum coated spherical 
mirror of 1 m radius and a Fresnel reflecting quartz flat.    The tube 
was a hot cathode dc  discharge tube having 3 mm bore,with 25 cm 
active length,  and normally was operated at  16 mA dc/lischarge cur- 
rent.    The plane polarized output was oriented in the vertical in order 
that the external metal mirror did not mix the beam polarization state 
on reflection.    The oscillator axis was fixed at 90°   to the amplifier 
axis in order to minimize effects due to the leakage field of the sole- 
noid.    The Glan polarizing prism was used as a simple attenuator. 
The quailer-wave plate was a quartz Soleil compensator adjusted to 
the proper thickness and rotated 45°   to the beam plane of polarization. 
The amplifier tube had a 5 mm bore and a 60  cm active length.    It 
normally was operated at about 35 mA dc discharge current.    The 
fore and aft irises were tilted slightly with respect to the beam axis 
and were approximately 5 mm in diameter.    A calibrated thermopile 
was the detector,  with 118 |.'V corresponding to 1 mW/cm^. 

For the measurements  the   quarter-wave compensator was set 
to pass right circularly polarized light ((TR) and the amplifier output 
was recorded as a function of solenoid current I.    Figure  18 represents 
an average of several measurements for    On   gain bandwidth versus 
solenoid current  I for low level input signals of the order of 10 |iW. 
The ordinate represents amplifier output relative to the output at zero 
axial field.    The determination of the bandwidth at half maximum points 
is  inaccurate since the average of several measurements is 240 ±   20 Mc. 
The peak gain (gain at line center) is not a very accurately measured 
parameter in our arrangement,  probably because of slow drifts.    Our 
highest value obtained was 25 dB/m at these input levels. 

Raising the input power by a factor of 10 to levels of 100 fiW 
drops the peak gain to about 18 dB/m and broadens the line to an aver- 
age of 270  ±   40 Mc (Fig.   19).    There is evidence here of gain satura- 
tion in the amplifier and an interesting asymmetry appears.    The gain 
peaks to one side of zero field; for  O-R the peak usually falls on the 
negative current side, and on the  positive current side for  <rL (this is 
not always the case, however). 

A word ab       the elagle mode oscillator is in order as a possible 
explanation for thi    phenomenon.    Since we know that the line width 
(Ref.   10) is somewliere on the order of 300 Mc, we have utilized a cav- 
ity short enough (43 cm) that the axial modes are spaced 350 Mc apart- 
With this spacing,  use of a 1 m radius spherical mirror and a flat mirror 
implies that the cavity is very nearly in the half conlocal or hemis- 
pheiical mode which is known to lower cavity Q for transverse modes 
and hence Suppress them relative to the axial modes.    Second,  the 
cavity spacing generates a separation between axial modes of 350 Mc 
(Ac    -   c/2d).    Our approximate knowledge of the Doppler broaden:d 
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gain bandwidth assured us that the laser was oscillating in only one 
axial mode,   a necespary condition for this experiment.    If we neglect 
any cavity pulling effects and indicate the actual laser output frequency 
uy vc  (Fig.   20) we can see that an offset of  vc   from the line center  VQ 
could coiuribute to the observed asymmetry as follows:   If  vc  does not 
coincide with  v0,  the difference in output is small but multiplied by the 
amplifier.    In the particular situation illustrated in Fig.   20,   shifting 
the Doppler line f'-r  (TR in t^e amplifier to the left (H !>  0) would cause 
the amplifier output to peak away from H  =   0 at an output exceeding 
that for H   =  0.    However,  the fact that this asymmetric behavior was 
not observed for low level input signals indicates that amplifier satura- 
tion may be a determining factor.    The fact that the asymmetry some- 
times appeared on the opposite side of the line center could be explained 
by the position of v     with respect to  v0', we usually attempted to maxi- 
mize the oscillator output by adjustment of the cavity before a measure- 
ment run.    All these observations were made using  (TR input but no 
essential differences were observed using  cr^ input. 

A sequence of runs was made using plane polarized input to the 
amplifier.    The gain curves were approximately gaussian and symmetric 
(Fig.   2i) — about H  =  0 for input power ranging from 10 HW to 300 H-W. 
Here,  however, the bandwidth appeared to narrow with increasing input 
power; this behavior is just the opposite to that of the  o- components. 
We have no explanation for this effect. 

An input signal much below 10 jiW became lost in the noise of the 
thermopile detector.    Therefore, in order to study the effects of input 
signal levels of 10 (AW and less an indium antimonide detector was sub- 
stituted for the thermopile.    The oscillator discharge was sine wave 
modulated at 1 kc,  enabling a phase sensitive detection scheme to be 
used to discriminate against amplifier noise.    Relative gain as a func- 
tion of solenoid current (the solenoid constant was 77 G/A) was measured 
for a high level input of about 3 nW and a low level input in the noise 
level of the calibrate'1 thermopile.    Three different polarization states 
were employed in ti       iput b-am;   i: (Fig.   22),   «TR (Fig.  23), and o-^ 
(Fig.  24).    For thes».    ix runs we are certain that the cavity spacing, 
and hence a possible difference between the oscillator frequency vc 
and the line center  v0, was constant for all these gam curves.    In addi- 
tion, the shift off center in opposite directions for o-R and ox, anc* the 
symmetry of the double peaked gain curve for IT,  confirm thai   vc '±   v0 
was cc»i,3tant during these observations.    We also note that for  IT input 
the gain carve narrows for increasing input power,  whereas increasing 
input level produces a broadening for O-R and ox gain.    This  effect 
was previously noted using a calibrated thermopile as a deiector 
although the double peaked gain curve was not observed at higher levels 
of input power. 
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It is tempting to try to explain tha doubled peaked gain curve 
for low level   TT   input as being caused by the effect of the axial mag- 
netic field on the energy and particle balance mechanisms required to 
maintain the dc discharge (Ref.   11),    Partial pressures and discharge 
current density for the amplifier tube were optimized for maximum 
gain by operating the amplifier as a laser on the laser processing sta- 
tion when the tube was built.    If the axial magnetic field causes the 
current density to be altered,   it also would cause the gain to be reduced 
from the maximum.    This is not consistent with the observed increase 
in gain for fields of about 80 G.    The particle balance mechanism in the 
discharge involves ambipolar diffusion to the laser tube wall.    The 
axial magnetic field would affect this slightly,   and its largest effect 
would be to increase the low energy component of the electron energy 
distribution at the expense of the higher energy electrons.     This effect, 
if any,  would be a decrease in the gain.    The effects of the magnetic 
field seem to have very little effect on tue gain and for this reason we 
have neglected it in our discussion.     Accordingly,  we have assumed 
th^t the Doppler width for   aR,    cr L,    and   ir   are identical. 

From these preliminary measurements we can conclude that the 
gain bandwidth may range from 200 Mc to 400 Mc in halfwidth depending 
on the polarization state and power level of the input signal.    It would 
not be surprising if the observed variations in the gain bandwidth were 
related in some way to spectral purity and coherence properties 
(Ref.   12) of the input s well as gain saturation in the 3. 39 H1 

transition. 

D.   F.   Hotz 
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! SECTION    4 

LASER DETECTOR TECHNOLOGY 

This section summarizes the detailed discussion of various 
detectors for modulated laser light included as Appendix   I. 

Laser sources which are sufficiently well developeü to be con- 
sidered as transmitters in communications or radar systems fall into 
the wavelength  range   from 0. 4 to 4 ^ (4000 to 40, 000 A).    This decade 
of the electromagnetic spectrum is further subdivided into three regions 
when we consider the types of detectors capable of sufficiently fast 
response to demodulate at microwave frequencies.    In the first region, 
from 4000 A to 7000 A, photoemissive detectors are the most efficient. 
Photoemitting surfaces with peak quantum efficiencies up to 0. 2 are 
available and these can be incorporated into structures (e. g. ,  the 
traveling-wave phototube) with response well into the kilomegacycle 
range.    The second range,   from 7000 to 11,000 A(l. 1 [A),  can bs c^vpred 
with phototubes with an AgOCs cathode (S-1 photosurface); however, the 
peak available quantum efficiency is only0.0005.   It is worthwhile to con- 
sider using solid-state photodiodes which display quantum efficiencies of 
the order of 0. 5 for many applications in this intermediate region of 
wavelengths.    In the third range of wavelengths, greater than 1. 1 ji.only 
the solid-state diode can be used,   since by proper choice of materials 
these devices can be fabricated to display response at wavelengths uo to 
5. 5 ji. 

The various types of detectors can be compared in more precise 
terms if they are regarded as transducers of photon current to electrical 
current.    It is then possible to evaluate their optical performance in 
terms of a quantum efficiency  r|   and their electrical performance in 
terms of an equivalent output resistance  Rea as follows; 

Suppose the average power incident on the detector power in a 
s tream of photons 
lated at some mic 
index m.    The ins 

)f frequency v  is  P0 and that this stream is mod. 
,/ave xrequency co   to a depth given by the modulation 
ataneous incident power is then 

P(t) mP    cos wt o (14) 

Tht inc'.de;:* photon flux is  P(t)/hv  and if r\   represents an over-all 
quantum efficiency (i. e. ,  the probability that an incident photon produces 
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,i measurable charge carrier in the detector),   the magnitude of the 
> urrenl  al the modulation frequency is given by: 

eT]mP 
m     -^r^   . (15) 

The di'leilor and the circuit in which it is incorporated can be rep- 
re smitcd by an infinite impedance signal generator of magnitude    i(u)) 
in parallel wilh a resistance Rt>q.    The average power delivered to 
llic detector  load will be 

, /emP   \  Z       ? 
l/2i(«)fi   R       =   1/2   I ° r\    R       . (16) ' eq '       V    h i^    y '        eq ' 

The theoretical and electrical parameters for determining the 
amount of signal power a detector is capable of delivering can be sum- 
iv.cd up in the quantity   vf   Req;   this can be used as a figure of merit 
for comparing different devices.    A complete specification of deiectur 
performance also requires descriptions of transit time limitations on 
the frequency response (where they exist) and some indication of the 
noise power delivered by the device and its frequency spectrum. 
These aspects of the potential laser demodulator detectors are sum- 
marized in the next paragraph.     For a more detailed discussion and 
references,   see Appendix I. 

Photoemitting surfaces with quantum efficiencies greater than 
0. 01 are available in the wavelength range from 0.4 to 0.65 [i.    The 
S-20 surface,  for example,  has a quantum efficiency of 0. 45 at 6328 A 
and 0.028 at 6934 Ä.    Photomultipliers are valuable because their high 
internal gain raises both signal and shot noise to a level well above re- 
ceiver noise but transit time dispersion in such phototubes cuts off the 
frequency response above  100-200 Mc,    A version of the phototube which 
overcomes this transit time limitation is the traveling-wave phototube, in 
which the microwave modulated electron stream from the photocathode 
is coupled tJ a trav     ng-wave helix.    Microwave power gains up to 40 diJ 
have been reported       h such structures and responses up to 10 Go have 
been observed.    Req   for the traveling-wave phototube (a function of the 
helix length) is in the range from 10^ to '.0°ß .    Because of the traveling- 
wave structure,  bandwidth ratios   ^f 3:1 or 4:1 should be attainable.    If 
high quantum efficiency photocathodes are used,  values of lODOfi   or 
bäbter for the figure of merit   q ^ Req    should be achieved.    B«r ;ause 
the tubes reported to date have not utilized optimum photosurfaces for 
the ruby or helium-neon lasers with which they were tested,   only 
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values of the order oi one ohm have so far been reported.     Microwave 
noise properties of traveling wave phototubes have not yet been reported 
in the literature. 

The wavelength  response of all phototubes can be extended to 
1. 1 |i by use of an S-1 pnotosurface.    The quantum efficiency is then 
limited to about 0.002 and   rp Rec.    for traveling-wave phototubes with 
such surfaces will be of the order of 4f2    or less. 

Anothc point that should be mentioned is that the  sensitive area 
of such phototubes can be made quite large   —   several square centi- 
meters if necessary   —   thus providing an element of flexibility in optical 
design. 

The dynamic crossed-field photomultiplier is another approach 
for overcoming the frequency response limitation of the photomultiplier 
without sacrificing gain.    This device requires a microwave driving 
frequency and provides a bandwidth equal to one-half this frequency, 
its mode of operation is such that it collects only the electrons emitted 
during approximately one-sixth of each cycle.    Thus,  its available sig- 

!nal power is also reduced by about this amount.    It is therefore not 
possible for this device to attain the performance capability of the 
traveling-wave phototube. 

In the solid-state photodiodes the transit time frequency response 
limitation is overcome by fabricating very thin p-n or p-i-n structures 
close to the sample surface.    The capacitance of such structures car» 
then be reduced to tolerable limits by reducing the photosensitive junc- 
tion area.    For diodes reported in the literature to date,   both the transit 
time and RC limitation to frequency response have fallen in the range of 
1 to 10 Gc.    Req   for these diodes in this frequency range is only of the 
order of lOfl ,    so that quantum efficiencies of at least 0. 3 are required 
to give values of   T]

2
 Req   >     Iß •    Since every photon absorbed by such a 

detector can produce a free carrier,  the over-all quantum efficiency 
will be limited by external effects such as reflection losses and masking 
effects due to contact configuration.    Quantum efficiencies of the oid0-' 
of 0. 3 to 0. 5 hav       'en reported.    Because the diode, per se,  does not 
have internal gain,    ts shot noise is generally swamped by thermal noise 
in its equivalent seiies resistance and receiver noise.    The effect of 
receiver noijSe can be somewhat reduced by resonating the diode capacity 
with an inductance at the desired operating frequency.    The relative 
bandwidth is then limited to approximately 10% at frequenc.es of several 
gigccycles where   Q   factors of the order of 10 can be attained. 

i 
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Low capacities of only a few picofarads can be attained only in 
very small devices — typically in those with areas of 10"^ cm . The 
problems of efficiently collecting and focusing the signal radiation are 
significantly increased because of this small sensitive area. 
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A very significant recent development has besn the incorporation 
of internal gain at the microwave signal frequency by operation of photo- 
diodes in parametric amplifier circuits.    In the work reported by Sawyer 
(Ref.   13) a gain of 15 dB was attained with a corresponding 20-fold 
decrease in the minimum detectable signal.    Initial operation was at a 
modulation frequency of 22. 5 Mc. 

The traveling-wave phototube and the solid-state photodiode are 
at this time the most prominant candidates for detectors of microwave 
modulated laser radiation.    For wavelengths shorter than 6500 or 7000 A, 
the phototube appears to have the advantage because of its internal gain 
and wider bandwidth.    Only the diodes can be used beyond 1.1^ because 
photoemissive surfaces do not have long wavelength response.    Between 
0. 7 and 1. 1 f.L,  the various detectors available must be closely compared 
and evaluated with respect to specific system requirements to permit 
selection of the optimum detector. 

G.  S.   Picus 
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SECTION    5 

I 
LASER RECEIVER SYSTEMS 

- 

Although the primary emphasis of this contract has been on the 
development and study of laser preamplifiers and detectors for use in 
laser radars,  ether aspects of the laser radar receiver problem have 
also been investigated.    These additional studies investigated coherent 
data processing techniques and quantum limitations on optical radar 
performance. 

COHERENT OPTICAL PROCESSING 

Now that laser optical radars are an actuality,  it is tempting to 
inquire as to which of the many microwave radar coherent data pro- 
cessing principles and techniques might be applied to the optical domain. 
It is reasonable to suppose that most of the well-known techniques were 
devised either to overcome limitations of the microwave domain or to 
exploit possible unique advantages.    Thus, while many principles will 
not retain significant merit when translated a factor of 10^ in frequency, 
many others may well possess equal or increased advantages. 

1. Synthetic Apertures at Optical Wavelengths 

In microwave radar,  poor angular resolution has always 
been a serious limitation because the largest physical antennas are not 
more than a few hundred wavelengths across.    The synthetic aperture 
technique was invented to provide improved angular resolution under a 
certain set of restricted, though useful,  circumstances. 

The fundai       tal principle is that of taking a dish or array of 
reasonable size i      .id translating it along a line normal to its axis of 
radiation symmetry, this is usually done by the motion of the carrying 
vehicle.    Individual pulses are transmitted,   received,   stored,   and 
combined coherently to produce an array of greater effective length L. 
There is no intention here of reviewing the theory oi synthetic aper- 
ture systems,  for this is given in many places.    References i4 to 16 
contain 3omt of the recent unclassified material in this field. 

] 
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It is probably not obvious that improved angular resolution 
would be of as much interest in laser optical systems as in microwave 
systems,  because of the great increase in frequency.    Yet resolution 
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at long ranges may be insufficient,   and apertures of many feet may be 
feasible by coherent storage,   but not with a lens or mirror system. 

The problems of creating synthetic apertures was treated in 
the Interim Engineering Report No.   2 of this contract.    The material 
was classified Confidential.    In order to keep this Final Report unclass- 
ified,   only the general conclusions will be presented,   and the reader 
should refer to the Interim Report for a more detailed discussion. 

The preliminary examination given in Interim Engineering 
Report No.   2 pointed out a number of areas where further work is 
required.    Generally,   though,   applications involving the vehicle and/or 
transmission path in the atmosphere are unlikely to have much merit. 
Applications in space involving relatively short ranges and low velocities 
may be useful,   but under these conditions the improvement may be less 
needed.     Applications in space involving long ranges,   high powers,   and 
high closing rates appear very formidable technically.    For all applica- 
tions,   target motion— scintillations due to rotation and vibration— will 
be a serious problem,   especially on uncooperative targets.    Even under 
the best of circumstances,   accuracy is improved only in one augaldi 
dimension,   and range rate and angle may not both be improved unambig- 
uously. 

C.H.   Wilcox 

W.P.   Brown,   Jr. 

R. L.   Forward 

2. Optical Radar Pulse Compression Systems 

Pulse compression techniques in radar systems evolved 
from the desire to decrease the effective pulse length of the transmitted 
signal to obtain higher range resolution of the radar system  without 
degrading the sensiuviiv by decreasing the energy per pulse.    Conceptu- 
ally,  the easiest way btain ..igher resolution Js to redesign the trans- 
mitter so that it transi      s the same amount of eneigy in a shorter dura- 
tion pulse.    The   ether   techniques   described below become necessary 
only when we are prevented from increasing the energy per pulse by peak 
power limited transmitter components. 

All of the pulse compression systems are essentially techniques 
for coding the transmitted signal in some way so that the energy leaving 
the antenna at different times can be recognized in the receiver and pro- 
cessed accordingly,  thus allowing the returns from two close targets t'i 
be separated out.    One common technique is to change the frequency of 
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the transmitted signal during the pulse.    Since the time of transmittal 
is uniquely related to the frequency,   th^ pulse compression is easily 
accomplished by dispersive elements upon return.    Another more 
sophisticated technique is to code the transmitted signal with binary 
phase,   frequency or amplitude modulation in the form of special codes. 
These codes have the particular property that their autocorrelation 
function has a very strong central peak and weak sidelobes. 

a. Phase Coded Systems 

Although frequency modulated (chirp) pulse com- 
pression systems are conceptually more simple than coded systems, 
it is felt that present light modulation techniques make the coded systems 
easier to implement in the optical region. 

By way of illustration,  we   suggest  an optical radar pulse com- 
pression system which might be built along the following lines.    The 
transmitter source is a laser which must be phase-stable (or stabilized) 
for a time equal to the duration of the transmitted pulse.    This lighc 
output is then binary phase coded by a phase modulator which is similar 
to the traveling-wave phase modulator built by C.  J.  Peters of Sylvar.ia 
(Ref.   17).    Since these modulators operate in the X-band region (10lOCpS) 
it is possible that we can compress the laser pulse down to less than a 
nanosecond,   which is equivalent to a range resolution of a few centi- 
meters.    Any suitable phase code may be used.    For example, the 
Barker code is generally optimum for less than 14 digits.    Other codes 
are available for up to 100 digits.    The Barker 5 code is used as an 
illustration in Figs.   25 and 26. 

On return,   the pulse is sent through a suitable tapped delay line 
(Fig.   25) where the  reciprocal of the transmitted code is reproduced 
in the phase delays on the taps.    If we carefully note the amplitude of 
the coherently combined output of the taps as the signal passes through 
the delay line,   we see that the contributions from the various taps 
nearly cancel each other out except for the  interval when the phase 
code on the signal i.   matched by the phase code on the delay line taps. 
The various stops can be followed in Fig.   26. 

b. Delay Line Storage 

Wideband delay line storage,  or more generally, 
wideband storage,  is fundamental to pulse compression systems of all 
types,   including matched filter systems (Ref.   18).    Among the various 
devices used for this function are (1) lumped-parameter electrical 
di^la/ networks,   (2) acoustic delay in quartz,  (3) acoustic delay in steel, 
(4) coaxial cable,   (5) waveguides  in  both dispersive and nondispersive 
modes,  (6) rotating magnetic drums,  and (7) shift register. 
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There are two ways to handle the storage and delay of coherent 
optical radar returns in convenient-sized packages.    One method is to 
heterodyne the optical signals down to the microwave or  rf region and 
use the storage devices developed in this region.    The other is to 
develop optical devices capable of storing,   delaying;,   and coherently 
combining the various components of the received optical signals with- 
out conversion. 

The heterodyne system is considered to be a feasible method 
of obtaining pulse compression with pulses presently available from 
lasers.    The millisecond pu5.se lengths of a standard ruby laser could 
be compressed by lumped--parameter electric delay lines with mega- 
cycle bandwidths.    This technique could improve the range resolution 
from hundreds of kilometers to a few kilometers.    V/ith the present 
low pcwer levels this imprcvement. is academic,   since much better 
range resolution has been obtained by modifying the ruby transmitter 
to operate in the giant pulse mode with pulse lengths en the order of 
J.O-o sec or a range resolution of a few meters.    Even the giant pulse 
is capable of being compressed several orders of magnitude by hetero- 
dyning to microwave frequencies and using wideband microwave wave- 
guide delay lines. 

Although these heterodyne techniques will require considerable 
effort in the development of microwave components that will maintain 
the necessary phase stabilinyj  the problem seems straightforward.    In 
the rest of this section we concentrate on optical delay techniques 
which are the only feasible methods for obtaining range resolutions 
below 1 cm. 

c• The Active Optical Delay Line 

- 

] 

i 

One of the possible methods of implementing a 
delay line for pulse compression of an optical radar pulse is to use an 
active optical "waveguide" made of glass fibers.    In order to obtain a 
relatively large delay in a reasonably small space it is proposed to 
make the cross cc.-'.icn quite small,  of the order of 4 mils or less. 
Ordinarily,  the at       nation  ,/ould be high at these optical frequencies 
— of the order of .     3/m.    However, by making the glass rod a laser 
"amplifier" as well \s a delay line,  we can use the energy available 
fronn inverted populations to overcome the attenuation«. 

Only quite recently continuous laser action wc-.s obtained from 
a barium crown glass rod by Young at American Opticd.1 (Ref,   19). 
The rod war. 4 mils in diameter with a 40-mil cladding of soda-lime- 
silicate glass which allowed    cfra^tion ray-axis angles up to 10' to be 
totally reflected.    Young's rod was only 1-3/16 in.  long —far shorter 
than needed for delay systems.    However,   Kcester (Ref.   20) reports 
amplification in a fiber 12 n in diameter and 5 m long.    Further 
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advances are to be expected; this art is still in its infancy. A typical 
design configuration for an active optical delay line decoder is shown 
in Fig.   27. 

The received signal might first be amplified by a laser pream- 
plifier — although it is by no means certain that this will be required. 
The signal then enters the active delay line decoder.    The number of 
taps on the spiral would generally be equal to the number of digits in 
the code.    The distance between taps (in the figure,  the circumferential 
length of a turn) would be chosen to give an optical delay time equal to 
the duration of the compiessed pulse (which,   of course,  is also the 
length of any one phase bit in the transmitted code).    At the bottom of 
each turn is a glass rod junction which taps off a small portion, per- 
haps 5%,  of the light traversing the main spiral.    It would be best (but 
not essential) that this junction be made nonreciprocal so that a larger 
portion of the incident light could be extracted.    This could be done by 
using lead oxide glass for the tap.    A magnetic b.as field as shown in 
Fig.   27 would activate the Faraday rotation effect in the lead oxide, 
making the junction nonreciprocal.    These "tap off ' signals must be 
added coherently,  with appropriate phase steps being added according 
to the transmitted code.    This requires some adjustment.    In effect, 
one must simultaneously adjust many interferometers,  which is no 
trivial problem — particularly if there is any type of interaction 
between adjustments.    Although this adjustment (in one form or another) 
is necessary in any matched filter,  the dimensions of a wavelength are 
exceptionally short here,  which complicates the problem.    An electro- 
optical phase shifter is suggested in Fig,   27 as a suitable means of 
obtaining the required phase shift,  from any one tap point to the output, 
according to the decoding requirements,  and for making the necessary 
adjustments.    Any of several electro-optical schemes is feasible; for 
example,  a dielectric may be used whose incremental dielectric con- 
stant is proportional to a static electric bias field, 

d. Multiple Reflection Delay Line 

The fiber optic type of delay line mentioned 
above is ideal for       .npacl storage of a pulse many kilometers long. 
If the laser pulse K   oe compressed is already fairly short,  however, 
multiple reflection xrom parallel mirrors becomes a suitable delay 
mechanism.    For example,  the pulse duration of the giant pulse laser 
is on the order of 10"° sec,  which requires a storage length of only 
3 m.    The techniques of grinding and aligning parallel Burl&i'QB in the 
optic;?! region are well known from similar work with Fabry-Perot 
interferometers.    One particular method of using this technique is 
shown in Fig,   28.    The receiver laser pulse,  assumed to be 5 x 10" ' 
sec and phase-modulated with a Barker 5 code,  is formed into a nar- 
row collimated beam and bounced back and forth between the two 
coaxial cylindrical mirrors.    The outer mirror is highly reflecting. 
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CYLINDRICAL FRONT SURFACE MIRROR PHASE 
MODULATED   . 

INPUT     /S/IQ-'S 

OFFSET 5  6c 

rrrrn /V^r^a^ 
MlrROWAVE 
OUTPUT 

Fig.   28.      Multiple Reflection Optical Delay Correlator (Barker 5 Phase 
Coder). 
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nd th inne r mirror has a va r ying transmittance whi ch ta ps off a 
::;, mpl of ac h puls e . Th other side of the inne r cylinder contains 
thin fi l n1 di e l e tric phas shifte rs laid in the inverse Barker 5 code. 
Th fiv sample d outputs a r e mixed with a phase-stable, offset local 
osci llation lase r at five different points on a detector. Since the local 
osci llator and the lase r puls e are assumed to be phase stable, the 
microwave diffe r e nce frequency ge nerated at each point on the detector 
wi ll also be phase stable. If the detector i.s much smaller than a 
microwave wavelength, the electrical outputs from the five detection 
points will add coherently, giving an output corresponding to the auto
corre lation function of the Barker 5 code. This particular configura
tion has th e rlisadvantage that the signal energy is not concentrated 
into the compressed pulse, but this is ove rcome by the conversion 
gain obtained by t h e mixing with the local oscillator. 

e . Summary 

There is no fundamental limitation that would 
prevent the application of pulse compression techniques to optical 
radar systems. The necessary data processing can be done P.ither 
directly at optical frequencies or at microwave frequencies after 
heterodyning. The need for such complicated techniques is debatable 
since present giant pulse lasers have a range resolution capability 
of a few meters. However, it is interesting to note that present optical 
elements can give azimuth and elevation resolution of centimeters at 
kilometer distances; this report indicates that range resolution down 
to a few centimeters is also feasible. With this kind of resolution, 
three dimensional pictures of nearly photographic quality could be 
obtained by radar techniques over kilometer ranges. 

T. R. O'Meara 

Robert L. Forward 

B. QUANTt;M LIMITATIONS ON OPTICAL RECEIVER SYSTEMS 

Because of t!le large amount of e · ..: rgy packed into each optical 
photon and the decrease in energy emitted from a thermal source 
according to the Planck radiation law, thermal sources a.l ~n:>st alway.; 
will contribute a negligible amount of noise to the narrvw bar.J laser 
sy :::;tP.ms. Altho·~gh thermal noise is no longer a proolem it has been 
rep~ac.e~ by ::mother type of noise which is quantum mechanical in 
ong1n. No matter what devices are considered, or how the calcul"l
tions are done, it is alw:1ys present. It appears even when there a.re 
no devices at all, just the signal alone. There is no escaping it 
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since it is inseparable from one of the most powerful and all-inclusive 
concepts in quantum mechanics —the uncertainty principle. 

This new type of noise (which may be called fluctuation noise, 
statistical noise,   quantum noise,   photon noise,   etc.) is inherent in the 
signal due to the limitations imposed on the preparation of the photons 
by quantum mechanics.     It is an unusual noise since it causes dropout 
only and does not create false alarms.    In the optical region it is very 
important and a much greater problem than thermal noise. 

1. Signal-to-Noisc Ratios of Laser Receiver Systems 

In Interim Engineering Report No.   1 an analysis was 
presented \vhich calculated the signal-to-noise ratios of an optical 
signal after attenuation in a transmission medium and after amplifica- 
tion by four different laser receiver systems.    These  systems were a 
photodetector,  a single mode laser amplifier, a single mode optical 
heterodyne,   and a laser preamplifier followed by an optical heterodyne. 
This work was later included as Appendix C of the ASD Laser Receiver 
Meeting Summary Report (Ref. El).   The analysis concludes that an 
amplifier must be used before the signal becomes too weak (when the 
average number of received photons approaches unity) or information 
will be irretrievably lost even if there are no sources of external 
noise.    If the system parameters indicate this will happen,  a laser 
amplifier should be used in front of the transmitter (assuming the 
power handling capabilities are available). 

If the number of received signal photons is appreciably larger 
than unity (or the number of background photons),  any of the ampli- 
fiers can be used provided they do not degrade the signal too much. 
The degradation factor for the laser amplifier is related to the inver- 
sion, the degradation factor for the optical heterodyne and detector is 
the quantum efficiency.    Analysis shows that they are mathematically 
equivalent in their effect on the signal-to-noise ratio.    The signal 
degradation calcul.-' ^d for the various situations is summarized belov,. 

a. Effects of Quantum Noise on an Optical Signal 

Assume that a narrow-band modulated laser 
signal comes from some point in space.    The signal could be a pulse 
£i"om a laser in a communications system or a return from a laser 
illntrauated target in a radar system.    The problem is to see the 
burs; of light corresponding to that bit and any others that may follow. 
Because of '.he quantum nature of light,  each burst of laser energy 
consists of a finite,   integral number of photons. If the bursts are 
very intense,  they will have million       ' photons and the average sig- 
nal power can be accurately contx However,  let us assume that 
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by the time our bursts have reached the receiver they contain an 
average of only a few photons.    Then the number of photons in the 
bursts will follow a Poisson distribution which has a statistical varia- 
tion in the number of photons given by the square root of the average 
number of photons.    The square root of 9 is 3 and of 1 is 1.    With 
these large fluctuations in the number of photons,   it is easy to see 
that quite often a burst designed to indicate a bit will not contain 
enough photons to qualify.    And since our receiver has lost part of 
the original information,  we have a finite signal-to-noise ratio, even 
though we have not yet introduced any noise into the discussionl     If 
the burst has an average of n  photons, then the average energy is  nhv; 
if the burst is   2 At   =    1/B long,   then the average signal power is 

S      -   n hv B (17) 

Since the fluctuations in the number of signal photons vary as the 
square root of the average number of photons,  the strength of the sig- 
nal will vary around the mean by aboutii '   .    In reality,  a Poisson 
distribution for small numbers of photons nut only has a considexaule 
"skew" and higher order moments,  but also does not assume negative 
values.    To properly discuss the effect of the fluctuations on the infor- 
mation contained in the signal would require considerable time. 
Therefore,  for a first estimate we will assume that the rms value of 
the fluctuations in the number of photons can be interpreted as a source 
of "noise, " with the average noise power given by 

N = (I?) 
1/2 

h v B n1/2hvB (18) 

That is,  the signal-to-noise ratio is 

SI     _      -1/2 
NIS~   n (19) 

As the number of photons in the signal increases, the fluc-ua- 
tion noise increases.    But since it varies with the square root, the 
signal-to-noise ratio increases with the number of photons in the sig- 
nal.    Thus,  for a large number of photons this fluctuation noise is no 
longer a problem.    The important factor is that the signal-to-noise 
ratio deCiOases considerably when the number of photons per burst, 
pulse,  or bit approaches unity. 

i 

I 
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b. Effect of Transmission Loss on an Optical Signd. 

Even assuming it would be possible to guarantee 
that a given number of photons will be transmitted per pulse,  if a 
tranomission loss exists between the source of the photons and the 
receiver, it is found that because the loss mechanism is quantum 
mechanical in nature and picks the photons off the signal in a random 
fashion,  only a moderate amount of attenuation is necessary to give a 
Poisson distribution for the number of photons per pulse.    This result 
applies not only to the C8'       ' i i      , 
medium but also to the c 
tons are lost out of the receiver's acceptance cone 

Assume a transmission of an average of fix  photons with a 
variance of 5nx.    After an attenuation of L <!  1,  the average number 
of photons received and its variance is given by (Ref.   22) 

ase where photons are lost to an attenuating 
r.ase of i/r^ loss in free space where the pho- 

-   Lnn (20) 

6n R L(l   -   L)hT +  L26n^ (21) 

■  ^T   =   ^R L «  1 

Thus, despite the nature of the distribution of the transmitted photons, 
the received photons have a Poisson distribution after attenuation, and 
the signal-to-noise ratio of the received signal is simply 

S 
Nl R 

n1/2 
nR (22) 

This ret,..It reveals an important difference between signal-to- 
noise calculations in the microwave region and in the optical region. 
In the microwave region a cold (0oK) attenuator affects signal and ncist, 
in the same way so that the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the 
cold attenuator is the same as that at the input.    In the optical region, 
however, a cold attenuator causes an increase in the relative fluctua- 
tion of th« signal,  and information is irretrievably lost,   so that the 
signai-to-noise ratio at. the output of a cold optical attenuator is less 
than that at the input. 
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c. Analysis of a Photodetector 

The properties of a photodetector are well 
known.    A good photodetector will have negligible dark current and if 
a good optical system is used to cut down sky background,  then its 
only limitation is its quantum efficiency.    The photomultiplier process 
introduces some noise due to the fluctuations in the amplification,  but 
this is usually less than 15% of the fluctuation noise. 

If the received signal at the input to the photodetector is repre- 
sented by an average of HR received photons, then the signal-to-noise 
ratio can be shown to be 

S 
N D 

, _   .1/2 1/2 S 
=   ^R) =    €        N (23) 

R 

We find that the signal-to-noise ratio at the input of the receiver has 
been degraded by the square root of the quantum efficiency of the 
photocathode. 

d. Analysis of a Laser Preamplifier 

The properties of a laser amplifier have 
received a considerable amount of study.    The work of Shimoda, 
Takahasi, and Townes (Ref.  23) was used as a reference.    The signal- 
to-noise power ratio at the output of a single mode high gain laser 
preamplifier and a Poisson distribution of received photons is given 
by 

S 
N 

Ur 

2Kn      +   K 
1/2 

(24) 

where   K   = n2,/nL   - nj  depends upon the population inversion ot the 
laser.    In the limit where the number of received photons is larger 
than the number of spontaneous photons  (nR »  K), the fluctuations 
of the signal are much larger than the fluctuations of the spontaneous 
emission and we have 

S 
N 

"RI 
2K (25) 
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Thus even a high gain laser needs good inversion or it will degrade 
the signal-to-noise ratio. 

e. Analysis of an Optical Heterodyne 

An optical heterodyne was analyzed using the 
terminology of Oliver (Ref.   24) and Gordon (Ref.   25),  but with a 
different concept of noise.    The signal-to-noise power ratio at the 
output of a single mode optical heterodyne can be shown to be: 

S 
N 

en. 'R 

II K +']'" " p? + 4] TTT (26) 

which is completely analogous to the case of the laser for high gain. 
In the limit where the number of received photons is large we have 

S 
N H 

en. 1/2 

(27) 

f. Analysis of a Laser Preamplifier Followed by 
an Optical Heterodyne 

An analysis was then made of a system which 
uses a laser preamplifier in front of an optical heterodyne in an 
attempt to make up for the poor quantum efficiency of the heterodyne 
mixer.    In this case it was found that the signal-to-noise ratio at the 
output is given by 

S ' 
N 

'R 

LH [(- -VKi-'K^l 
TTI (?8) 

In the limit of high laser gain this reduces to the signal-to-noise ratio 
at the output of the laser,  independent of the quantum efficiency e   of 
rhe photomixe r 

S 
N 

LH (2KnR + K2) 

S 
N i29) 
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! Thui. a laser preamplifier with good inversion can be profitably used 
before an optical heterodyne with a relatively poor quantum efficiency 
in the photocathode. 

R,   L.   Forward 

L. Position    Prediction Accuracy of Doppler Radar 

The problem of frequency determination for a weak 
signal is intimately connected with the general problem of minimum 
noise limitations in quantum mechanical communications systems. 
However,   the information required from the signal in a Doppler radar 
is much less than that required from a general communications sys- 
tem.    We can thus forgo the usual analysis and focus attention on a 
simple model.    Although practical systems will have a different con- 
struction and operation,   this model will provide a simple theoretical 
basis for the calculation of the minimum amount of information 
required by the receiver.    For this analysis,  we use the simple 
model shown in Fig.   29. 

The essential unit of this model is the detector which consists 
of many narrow band absorption stages.    Each stage absorbs photons 
above a certain energy,   and they are arranged as shown in Fig.   30, 
The photons will travel through the detector until they reach the stage 
with a small enough gap to absorb them.    The stage will absorb all 
the photons and subsequently fluoresce or otherwise announce the 
arrival.    However,   there is a limit to the precision with which the 
arrival time of a photon at a given stage may be specified 

At   = -L     . <30) 
Au 

We have assumed that   At   is much larger than the length of the trans- 
mitted pulse   T.    Since we are trying to measure the Doppler shift to 
an accuracy of   A'       ith a p;.ngle,  indivisible amount of energy,   then 
any conceivable fii       that will obtain this accuracy of frequency 
measurement will a;.<o smear out the short transmitted pulse over 
the time   At.    (For typical system values,    T   *   lO-8 sec, Aw   *   ).06 

rad/sec.   At   «   10'" sec.)   If there are   N   photons in a pulse,  and all 
have the same energy and arrival time, we can fit th.; outpai of the 
absorbing stage to a Poisson distribution to determine the actual 
arrival time to within 

At   --  . (31) 
(AU)YN" 
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Fig.   29.    System Model Assumed for Theoretical Analysis. 

LIMIT OF DETECTOR RESOLUTION-A<ü 
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PHOTONS 

Gfi-      R MINIMI'M 
EN PHOTON ABSORPTION 

Fig.   30.    Detector Model Assumed for 
Theoretical Analysis. 
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Thus~ if we have enough incoming photons, we can measure range anc 
range rate tc· any desired accuracy, but if we are dealing with a smaL 
number of photons, the measurement of range and range rate are not 
independent. These and the following results should apply to more 
sophisticated receiver systems which have amplification prior to range 
and range rate mea~urement because the available information content 
of the received pulse is determined by the number of received photons, 
not the number of amplified photons. However, this point needs quan
titative verification. 

For a given pulse we can measure the velocity to 

( 32) 

where c = velocity of light and the uncertainty in the position at which 
this velocity .vas measured to 

6x = v 6t 
0 0 

Since a Doppler radar is usually used to obtain information for the 
prediction of the future position of the targ~t, we will assume that the 
uncertainty in the future position is the quantity of interest. After a 
time T (whic.h could be the repetition rate of the radar) the rms uncer
tainty in position will be 

(34) 

The numbtr of photons per pulse h distributed about some mean N 
with probability P(N), and there is a nonzero probability that no pho
tons will ar:r;ve in a given pulse period T • In this unfortunate c'l.se 
the position ie ly kno, .. n from the previous measurement, and afttn 
two pulse peril has evolved to 

Then~ is .,.lso a nonzero probability P 2(0) that two consecutive pulses 
will ha.v•~ no photons, and so on. The probability that a pulse will 
contain photons is 1 - P(O). Hence, the actual uncertainty is 
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u T   (Av) 1   - P(0) +     V    n2 P11"^ 0) 

n=2 

1/2 

+ (-^J 0'] 
(36) 

The summation term in this expression gives the uncertainty caused by 
skipping   n - 1    consecutive pulses as    n   goes from 2 to oo.    We now 
substitute 

(Ax   )Z    =    v2   (At)2 

o o 
(Ac)' 

CO 

z 
tfsl 

P(n) 
(37) 

d express   Av   in terms of  Aw   to get 

c» 

u = I   ^(^f)   cZ   1 -p(0)+  Z  n2pn'1 

K L n=2 

(0) 

2 oo 

(A«)' Z^l 
ll/2 

n=l 

Let 

and 

A   =    1 - P(0) +      V n2 Pn'1(0) 

n=2 

oo 

n=l 

(38^ 

(39) 

(40) 

Then we can minimize   U   with respect to   (Aw)    .    The minimum of   ü 
will occur at 

or 

(Aw) 
2 VoWo -, IB 

TC      V A 
(41) 

(At) 
TC 

V    W 
o   o 

VÄB (42) 
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and the corresponding minimum in position uncertainty is 

U (43) 

For a Poisson distribution 

P(N)   « (N)     e 
NT  (44) 

and 

P(0) -N (45) 

As long as  N  is not much less than one,   A will be of order 
unity.    B  will always be no larger than order unity,   Jn an idf-al situa- 
tion,  where the average number of received photons N is greater than 
four and where the fluctuations are due only to the statistics of the pho- 
tons and not to the fluctuations of the target return,  we can replace  A 
by unity and B  by   1/R. 

(A») 
v   w o    o 

-re N 
(46) 

/A4.\2 TC w  G =m v   w    N o    o 

(47) 

U 
2v    re o 

mm w TIT 

1/2 
o 

Aw 

1/4 

=  v   At o 

1/4 

(48) 

These equations indicate that in a quantum limited system, there are 
optimum values for the range and range rate accuracies and the pulse 
repetition rate.    These values are related to the target velocity, the 
frequency «nd average number of the received photons, and the desired 
accuracy of future position prediction.    It is obvious that for present- 
day tactical situations, these considerations are not of practical impor- 
tance,   but in future,   spaceborne systems where high accuracy is 
desired,   they will have to be considered. 
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For instance,   if the target velocity is 10 km/sec,  the average 
number of received photons is four and the desired future position 
accuracy  is   ±  l/lO m,    the optimum value for the accuracy of the 
Doppler  shift measurement is   ±   1(P rad/sec    =   ±    16 kc   sec. 

P,   Gottlieb 
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! SECTION    6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Solid state ruby amplifiers have a good inversion ratio,   reasonably 
hi^h gain,   and the spontaneous emission power output predicted by theory. 
The present ruby lasers amplify over a wide frequency range,  have a 
fairly wide acceptance angle,   and are capable of pulsed operation only. 
The theory indicates that they should make good preamplifiers for a laser 
receiver system provided the preamplifier characteristics in angle, fre- 
quency,  and time are matched to the expected signal characteristics.    It 
is recommended that further work be done in developing frequency and 
spatial filtering techniques. 

Gas laser amplifiers have very high gains in the infrared,  are 
magnetically tunable,  and have comparatively narrow frequency band- 
widths.    Experimental results indicate that a gas laser ampliilei improves 
the signal-to-noise ratio of a receiver system if used before a detector. 
It is recommended that quantitative measurements of the noise,  gain 
bandwidth,   and inversion characteristics of high gain tunable gas lasers 
be made. 

The traveling-vigive phototube is the better detector for wave- 
lengths less than 7000 A because of its greater bandwidth, the photodioHe 
is better for wavelengths greater than 1. 1 jj. because of its quantum 
efficiency.    It is recommended that research and development on fast 
photovoltaic and photoconductive detectors packaged in wideband micro- 
wave circuits be supported. 

Optical synthetic aperture techniques do not appear feasible in 
the atmosphere or in space at long ranges with high closing rates.    They 
are marginally feasible in space at short ranges and low velocities. 

I 
I 
i 

I 

No fundamp*   al limitation was found that would prevent the appli- 
cation of pulse cor      .'ssion techniques to optical radar systems.    Phase 
or polarization code    systems are preferable to chirp techniques because 
of the present capabilities of laser modulators and demodulators.    It is 
recommended that further theoretical and experimental work be done or» 
the feasibility of applying coherent processing concepts to th« optical 
region. 
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The laser preamplifier and the optical heterodyne receiver — 
the two methods of coherent detection— have the same fundamental 
limitations on their noise performance.    They both have internally 
generated noise,   signal degradation factors,   and require good optical 
systems to limit their operation to a minimum number of spatial modes. 

The measurements of range and range rate in an optical Doppler 
radar system are not independent because of quantum mechanical 
limitations.    There are optimum values for the range and range rate 
accuracies and the pulse repetition rate that are related to the target 
velocity,  the frequency and average number of received photons,  and 
the desired accuracy of future position prediction.    Further refine- 
ments in this area,   although of great theoretical importance,  probably 
would not be of practical significance. 
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I APPENDIX   I 

OPTICAL DETECTOR TECHNOLOGY 

1 , INTRODUCTION 

The function of the photodetector is to provide an electrical output 
signal related to the intensity of the incident light signal.    In this context 
the word "light" is used to denote electromagnetic radiation in the visible 
and the near-infrared range of the spectrum.    For the purposes of the 
contemplated application,   the wavelength limits may be set at 0.4 and 
4 JJL.   Over this spectral range several physical mechanisms and devices 
are available for detection; the utility of any one device is confined to a 
part of this range.    It is therefore necessary to discuss a variety of 
devices. 

The general properties of photodetectors are discusoed,  their 
common basic characteristics identified,  and the parameters which are 
descriptive of their capabilities as detectors or demodulators of light 
are defined.    Specific detectors will then be discussed in detail. 

It is assumed that information is conveyed by an amplitude modu- 
lated light beam.    The function of the detector is to retrieve the modulat- 
ing signal.    It must therefore act as an integrating device; the period of 
integration must be long compared with one cycle of the carrier,  and 
short compared to the period of the highest component of the modulating 
signal.    In principle any body which absorbs the incident radiation and 
which changes some of its physical properties as a result of absorption 
may act as a detector, but vast practical differences exist among the 
variety of materials and configurations which may be employed as 
detectors. 

In the infrared region considerable use has been made of thermal 
detectors.    These d'-tectors convert the incident radiation into heat anü 
then the change in temperature of the detecting element is measured. 
The merit of such a,   actors is that they permit an absolute determination 
of the incident energy; their response is within wide limits independent of 
the wavelength of the radiation.   Other radiation detecting devices are 
usually calibrated by means of thermal detectors.    On the other hand, 
the integration time of thermal detectors is long; they could o^ly be ern- 
ploved for the demodulation of signals modulated at an impractically slow 
rate.    Because of their slow response and their low sensitivity,  thermal 
detectors will not be considered. 

I 
I 
I 
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The other group of radiation detectors is based on the photoelectric 
effect which implies the conversion of the energy of the incident radiation 
into energy of electrons contained in the detecting element without com- 
municating this energy to the entire material.    Photoelectric detectors 
are quantum detectors because the processes which take place in them 
preserve the quantum character of the radiation and absorption process. 
The basic law of every photoelectric effect is that the absorption of 
energy from the radiation field proceeds in quanta of size  hv ,   where  h 
is Planck's constant and   v  the frequency of the radiation.    Moreover, 
each quantum of energy absorbed from the radiation field is imparted to 
a single electron. 

In the visible part of the spectrum one quantum is generally suf- 
ficient to impart enough energy to an electron enabling it to leave a 
suitable solid.    In other words,   an external photoelectric effect may 
take place.    The emitted electrons may be collected directly; the current 
collected is proportional to the intensity of the incident radiation.    In the 
infrared region the energy absorbed from the radiation field is generallv 
insufficient to free the electron entirely, but it may be sufficient to im- 
part to the electron such freedom of motion that it can then be detected 
by sensing the conductivity of a suitable solid or by sensing the potential 
difference developed between different points in the solid.    Detectors of 
this type are said to be based on the internal photoelectric effect. 

The practice and terminology in the visible and infrared region 
is somewhat different,  but there are common features.    In all photo- 
electric devices operating in their proper range, the voltage or the 
current output of the device is proportional to the intensity of the input 
signal.    The power output of a photoelectric device operating into a 
proper load is then   proportional to the square of the input radiation 
intensity.    Because of this square law property, photoelectric devices 
are capable not only of demodulation but of mixing functions as well. 
However,  it must be kept in mind that the output of a photoelectric 
detector is subject to frequency limitations and that in the case of an 
extended photodeter*   r the output will be averaged over the variable 
illumination of the ,      losurxace.    Therefore, if two light beams of con- 
stant intensity and f?   quencies   v\   and v? should be incident on the 
photodetector,   the  dixference  frequency |vj - V2I will be detected o.dy 
if the integration time of the photodetector is short compared with 
|Vi  - v? and if the phases of the incident beams do not vary in such 
an ii-rcgular manner over the photosurface that a cancellation "»f the 
difference signal will take place upon averaging over the entire surface. 

It has already been stated that for light of a fixed wavelength 
(frequency) the ratio of output voltage (current) to input intensity is a 
constant.    This ratio is called the "responsivity" (R); as a function of 
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w a velength it usually has one maximum. To characterize the spectral 
-variation of the response of a detector, it is customary to provide graphs 
showing the relative responsivity, i.e., the responsivity for wavelength 
>.. divided by the peak responsivity. The relative response curves are 
identical for detectors which utilize the identical physical processes and 
materials, while the peak responsivity may depend on technical charac
teristics of the instrument as well. When the responsivity R of an 
instrument i ~ given without qualification in the visible region, it is 
understood that this is the value obtainable for the wavelength at which 
its response is the greatest. Responsivity is expressed in volts per watt 
or amperes per watt. 

There are random fluctuations in every photodetector which cause 
the output signal tc fluctuate even in the presence of a constant input sig
nal. Thes e fluctuations constitute the noise generated by the detector. 
This internal noise limits the capability of the detector for the detection 
of low-level signals. When the noille output is analyzed according to fre
quency, it is found that for frequencies that are low compared with the 
.. :.ptical ones the noise power output of a detector is proportional to the 
bandwidth. The noise of the photodetector is characterized by the noise 
equivalent power (NEP) for one cycle b.andwidth. This is the input signal 
whir.h produces the same output voltage as is present in a one cycle 
bandwidth due to noise alone. 

The NEP is a function of the wavelength of the signal. In the visi
ble range when a figure of NEP is quoted without further specification, it 
refers to the wavelength for which the responsivity is maximum; in t.h.c; 
infrared range it refers to the SOOOK black body source. In the former 
case the NEP can then be computed for another wavelength by means of 
the relative sensitivity curves according to the equation 

NEP(>..) R~) = NEP (peak) R (peak) • (1-1) 

Similar conversion may be made in the infrared for a source of a 
different temperature or for a monochromatic source. The noise power 
output of the detect"r which is proportional to the bandwidth is abo pr:'
portional to the s". ··e of -;:.,e noise output voltage. The NEP is pro~r
tiona! to the squart. . oot of th~ bandwidth; its proper unit is W -sec -1/ Z, 
although frequently t:te sec -1/ Z is omitted. 

A commonly used figure of merit of a photodetector is the recip
rocal of NEP, called "detectivity" D. For most pho:odetect.:>rs the NEP 
is pt·oportional to the square root of the area; therefore the quantity. 

o* = (1-Z) 
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is a better measure of the detectivity because it is independent of the 
size of the detector.    Modern publications use   D* ,   whose unit is 
cm-sec "V^/W. 

The physical processes in every detector have a finite lifetime. 
Together they impose a limitation on the speed with which the output of 
the detector can be altered by altering its input.    Each detector is char- 
acterized by a response time   T  whose reciprocal is the highest angular 
frequency of modulation or variation the detector can follow accurately. 
This is essentially the integration time of the detector.    When the mod- 
ulation frequency is varied,   the responsivity varies according to the 
formula (Ref.  1-1) 

R(n    = 2 TTTT (I-3) 
(1 + 4ir2f2TZ)1/'i 

vhere   f is the modulation frequency.    When  Zirf = T"     the responsivity 
is down to  R0/N2 ,   where   R     is its value for low modulation frequeucics. 

The figures of merit R,   D,   D   ,   and T are not absolute constants 
of the material or the physical process.    They may depend on the envi- 
ronmental conditions and on the average signal level.    For example,  the 
detectivity depends on the temperature of the detector and also on the 
average output current of the detector.    The dependence of the figures of 
merit on these conditions is different for each kind of photodetector. 

The role of the different figures of merit may be summarized as 
follows:   the responsivity curves determine the usefulness of a detector 
as a function of the propagating field (carrier) wavelength.    The peak 
responsivity determines the output voltage or current level of the instru- 
ment.    The NEP or detectivity determines the least detectable signal, 
and the response time  T the highest modulation frequency. 

PHOTOMUL     -»LIERS 

In the visible and near-infrared region of the spectrum the photo- 
multiplier is the most efficient and convenient detector of radiation.    It 
is based on the external photoelectric effect and the subscquen   amplifi- 
cation of the electron current by means of a number of secondary emitting 
stages termed "dynodes,"   The amplification is simply a matter of con- 
venience:   it increases the responsivity of the instrument, but it does 
not increase its ability to detect weak signals.    The basic and determin- 
ing process in the photo multiplier is the external photoelectric effect, 
which consists of two steps:   absorption of light by a solid and emission 
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of an electron.    Light may be absorbed without an electron being emitted; 
this occurs every time an electron-hole pair is created by absorption of 
light in a semiconductor. 

According to the basic law of the photoelectric effect already 
mentioned,   the emission of each electron is caused by the absorption of 
a single photon.    Electron emission will take place only when the photon 
possesses sufficient energy to overcome the work function of the solid, 
i.e.,  when 

hv   >   e$ (1-4) 

vvhere   e is the electronic charge and  $ is the work function.    This rela- 
tion sets a long wavelength limit for every photoemissive detector; it 
may be put in the form 

_    12,400 

vi-here  Xj^ is the wavelength limit in angstroms and e$ is the work func- 
tion of the photocathode in electron volts. 

The element with the lowest work function is cesium.    For this 
element e$ =1.9 eV; therefore,  the wavelength limit of a cesium photo- 
cathode is about 6500 A.    Composite photocathodes consisting of combi- 
nations of metals and oxides have lower work functions; they are capable 
of functioning up to about \ = 1.2 |JL.    Naturally,  as the limit is approached 
the efficiency of the detector decreases.    The variation of detector effi 
ciency with wavelength is appa^en*- ^Vom the respousivity curves oi  the 
curves of quantum efficiency,  which in the case of photoemissive detectors 
are simply related to the responsivity curves. 

Quantum efficiency 1   is the number of emitted electrons divided 
by the number of incident photons.    The frequency v ,   quantum efficiency 

incident power  P ,   and the photoelectric current i  are related as 
ws:   The number of incident quanta per second is  n = P/hv ,  the 
tron current emitted from the photosurf ace is  tins; therefore 

i    =   r\e P/hv   . (1-6) 

Responsivity R(v) is proportional to i/P; therefore 

R(V) = 22M. (i-v) 
hv 

where  K is a suitable constant which depends on the amplification of the 
photomultiplier.    For the purposes of this study the quantum efficiency 
is a more convenient variable than the responsivity.    The quantum effi- 
ciencies of the red-sensitive photocathodes are shown in Fig.   31. 
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The following four wavelengths are particularly important in 
laser technology:   63Z8 A,  6943 A,   1.06 |j.,  and 1. 13 fj..    These are the 
wavelengths of neon,   ruby,  neodymium,   and neon lasers,  respectively. 
Table 3 contains quantum efficiencies and relative responsivities of the 
photosurfaces S-l,   -10,   -17,   and -20 at these important frequencies. 
Clearly only the S-l surface is suitable for 1. 06 and 1. 13 |i. radiation, 
and the S-17 surface is inferior to the others at the two shorter wave- 
lengths . 

A number of photomultiplier tubes are available with these sur- 
faces.    The responsivity and the noise equivalent input of the photomul- 
tiplier s are usually given in microamperes per lumen* and in lumen (Ref. 
1-2),     A test lamp of color temperature  2870oK is employed in place of 
a monochromatic source to determine responsivity and NEP.    The data 
found m the literature may be converted so that responsivity is expressed 
in microamperes per watt input and NEP in watt input where the input 
radiation is that of the peak response.    The conversion is accomplished 
by making use of Engstrom's conversion factors   k which take into 
dCcount the entire spectral response of the photodetectors  (Ref.  1-3). 
These factors are listed in Table 4.    The data in Table 5 are found in 
Ref.  1-2 concerning photomultipliers with S-l,  S-10,  and S-20 spectral 
responses. 

For tubes of S-10 and S-20 spectral response the figures of 
Table 5 may be converted to noise equivalent power at the peak of the 
response by means of Engstrom's factors.    Then the noise equivalent 
power for the relevant radiation may be obtained by making use of the 
data of Table 3.    In this manner the values of NEP were calculated and 
are given in Table 6. 

In the course of defining noise equivalent power it hat     een 
assumed that the noise originates in an unilluminated photodelector; in 
short,  the dark current noise has been dealt with.    Consider now a de- 
tector which is already illuminated and ask what noise will interfere 
with the detection of an incremental signal.    In addition to the noise due 
to the dark current, there v ill be noise attributable to the random f'actu- 
ations of the exis'        photc .arrent.    These fluctuations are the conse- 
quence of the atom     ic nature of electricity; the photocurrent consists 
of the flow of an integral number oi electrons.    The rms value of thj 
shot noise current is given by the formula 

i 
s =    \/2eI^f (1-8) 

wheio   e is the electronic charge (1.60 x 10"   ^C), I is the total current 
in the photndetector,  and Af is the output bandwidth (Ref. 1-4). 

^Tlm   =   1.496 x 10-3 W. 
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TABLE 4 

WAVELENGTHS OF PEAK RESPONSE 
AND ENGSTROM'S FACTORS 

Photosurface 
Wavelength of 
Peak Response 

Engstrom's 
Factor 

S-l 

S-10 

S-20 

8000 

4500 

4200 

93.9                       I 

508.0 

428.0 

TABLE 5 

NOISE IN PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES 

Spectral Noise Equivalent 
Tube Response Illumination Temperature, C 

6217 S-10 4.0 x 10"11 1m 25 

7162 S-l 1.7 x 10"12 W 25 

7265 S-20 7.5 x 10'13 1m 25 

7265 S-2. 1,0 x 10"13 1m -80 

7326 S-20 1.9 x 10"12 1m 25 

7326 S-20 3.0 x 10"13 1m -80 
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T^RLE 6 

NEP IN ONE-CYCLE BAND AT 6328 X AND 6943 X 
FOR SEVERAI   PHOTOMULTIPLIERS 

Tube 

-1/2 NEP,   W-sec   1/" 

Temperature,     C         | Ö328 X 6943 X 

7102 

6217 
1 

7265 

7265 

7326 

7326 

3.0 x 10"12 

2.6 x 10-13 

4.3 x 10"15 

5.6x  lO"16 

-14 
1.07 x 10 

1.6 x 10"15 

2, 1 x 10"12 

7.9 x JO"13 

8.0 x 10"15 

10.     x IQ"16 

-14 
2.0 x 10 

3.2 x 10"15 

25                         ' 

25 

25 

-80 

25 

-80 

For   K   =   1. 06 |i the NEP of the 7102 tube is  5.9 x 10"12 W-sec'1'2. 

For   \   =   1. 13 |i it is 5.7 x 10"11 W-sec-1/2.                                                     i 

The shot current is independent of the nature of the photodetector. 
It becomes significant when the photodetector is used to detect a small 
variable illumination in the presence of a constant one  (background). 
Let this constant illumination be   P .   . The corresponding photocurrent  I 
is calculated by means of 1-6.     Therefore, 

sh 

/2e2r|PAt f\l/2 
hv (1-9) 

The shot noise equivalent input signal P  .is calculated by m-'-king use 
of ^16) again 

sh 
- (2ph^f N 1/2 

(1-10) 

H6 

V**t 
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r Atte ntlo n is call d to the role of the quantum efficiency '1. It does not 
ent r into the calculation of the NEP whic h pertains to the dark current 
no is , but it do s affect the value of the shot noise. 

Th absolute r e sponsivity of a photomultiplier depends on the 
oltages applie d to its ciynodes. The manufacturers usually state the 

responsivity under specified condition!l in microamperes per lumen, the 
source of irradiation being a black body at 2870°K temper tnre. To con
ver t th is responsivity into microamperes per watt illuminat1 for a 
monochromatic radiation it is necessary to divide by Engstrom's k multi
plied by the relative responsivity at the wavelength of th o Oh ; Chromatic 
radiation. The absolu e responsivity is oi no importam.. in the detecting 
capability of the photomultiplier; however , it does influence the dedgn 
of the amplifier whi ::h follows the photomultiplier. The calculation of the 
signal-to - nois e ratio is based on the NEP of Table 6 plus the sho t noise 
calculate d from (1 - 1 0) plus other noise that may be entering the detector 
w ith the si gnal, i ncluding the noise due to signal fluctuations. 

The r e spons e times of ordinary photomt'ltipliers are between 1 
and 3 nsec. From (1-3) it i found that the responsivity is fairly unifv,·m 
until the fr equency f = l/2wT is reached. Thus the performance of the 
commercial photomultipliers begins to be degraded between 50 and 150 
Me modulation frequency. Actually, Herriott (Ref. 1-5) obtained beat 
r.otes up to 300 Me in modulation frequency using an ordinary 7102 multi
plier phototube to mix modes of the 1. 153-f.l neon line. Special tubes are 
r equir e d for the c!e tection or demodulation of signale varying at a faster 
r at . 

MICROWAVE PHOTOTUBES 

Siegman and McMurtry (Ref. 1-6) have shown that a traveling
wave tube may be used as a phototube. They have obtained outputs up to 
4200 Me in modnh.t ion frequenc y when irradiating a Sylvania TW -530 
traveling-wave tub ~ ··ith rut>y radiation .;ontam1ng several axial mode&~. 
Suc h tubes could al 0~ used to demodulate amplitude -modulated light 
with modulation freq .. . ~ncy extending into the microwave range. 

The traveling-wave phototube is an example of a microwav~ 
phototube which consists of a photoemissive surface followPd by a micro 
'.Vu 'i'<- amplifier. Such a structure is shown schematically in it=. g. 32. 
When <-.m~lit•tde -modulated light strikes the cathode it produces a corrc
spondl:tg arr.plitude -modulated electron beam. This beam is then acceler
ated and passed through a microwave tube element such as a traveling
wave amplifier. The latter amplifies the modulation of the electron beam 
and extracts the modulated signal which. then emerges at the output. 
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Qu s t wn of transit tim do not aris in conn ction with th 
of su h ub b caus th space -cha r g wav which r pr 
mod ul in si n 1 tra Is down th tube 1 m nt wh r th 
with the microwav fi ld tak s place. 

Th a hod of th TW- 53 0 tube is of th BaO :SrO th rmionic 
)'P ; it i s not sp cially suitab le for photoelectric emission for incident 

ruby 1i ht. Cons qu ntly , it is no surpr ising that McMurtry and 
Si gman ob ain d qua ntum e fficiencies of only 1 o-5 to 1 o-6 with such a 
tub • Th low (l.uantum ffici ncy i s offset by the 40-dB gain of the 
tra·; 1 ng - w av tub 

Thi s 
of a 
i n o 
wih 

A photomi x r ima g tub e was constructed by Lucy (Ref. 1-7). 
ontains an S-1 photosurface which is scanned in the manner 

on onal imag tube. The emerging electron beam i• directed 
trav ling wave amplifier . Detection ofQ3. 4 Gc beat• wa1 reported 

a quan m fficiency of 3 X 1 o-il at 7000 A. 

An X-band microwave phototube wa• con1tructed by Petroff and 
a ssociates (R ef. I-8) . This tube had an S-1 photo•urface; the amplifi

a ion of the raveling-wave tube was 30 dB. Signals were obtained at 
8 . 4 and 10 . 5 Gc. Quantu m effic..iency data were not published. 

There are no published data concerning the noise and responsiv
i t;y of m ic rowave phototubes. In most instances no suitable amplitude
modulated light input was ava·lable for the testing of these tubes, and 
only semiquan itative data werE' obtained by means of mixing experi
ments wi th ligh of somewhat uncertain compos i tion. 

The d i s tribution in electron transit times hmits the frequency 
response o f conventional electrostatic photomultiplier& to le1s than 
a few hundred megacycles. Gaddy and Holsnau1er (Ref. 1-9) have 
proposed a de vic e called the dynamic crossed-field photomultiplier 
·n which the elec ron transit time i• rigidly controlled through the u1e 
o f a m · rowave electric field to provide the energy for secondary 
electron emissio .. . The maximum possible bandwidth of their device: 
is half of the elect field ~.equency. 

The high - freq •1ency field is applied across a condenser, one 
plate of which has been t reated to be an efficient secondary emitter a• 
illustrated in F i g. 33. A photocathode i• incorporated at one end of 
this plate. Electrons emitted when the field i• poa~iti •Te wil.i t•e acceler
a teo .. nward the other plate . If a magnetic field B i1 applied perpendicu
lar ~o -::h ? el:.. ,.. t ric field E, the electron• will be bent into curved 
trajectorit c , and for appropriate value• of the field E and B and the 
frequency w of thE' electric field 1ome of the electron• wiH be retur.,ed 
to the first plate and produce 1econdaries. 
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Fig.   32.     Microwavn Phototube. 

Fig.   33.     Physical Configuration of 
Electron Multiplication System. 
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Th analysi s of Gaddy and Holshauser demonstrates that only 
thos e lectrons mitted at the cathode during the first 60 degrees of a 
p riod of th 1 ctric fi ld can satisfy the conditions necessary to pro
c e d throu h series of multiplications and be collected along with the 

en rat d s cond ries. The electrons becorne even more tightly bunched 
in pha s a s they proc e d through successive steps of multiplication. 
Signal fr qu nci s in the range w8 < w/2, where will the frequency of the 
microwav electric fi ld, are d e tected and amplified directly by the 
devic , but fr qu nci s in the range w/2 :5 ws :5 3w/2 beat with the driving 
f" l d to pro duc e outputs with frequenci e s from zero to w/2. The band
wi dth for dir ct d t ction a nd amplification is w/2. 

As with most fa3t photode tectors deve loped so far, noise data at 
high fr qu nci s are not available. Incoherent light modulated at 3 Gc 
w ;y s succ ssfully de t ec t e d with an experimental device in ita mixing mode 
of op ration . A disadvantage of this detector lies in the fact that it 
sample th photon signal for only one-sixth of each period of the micro-
"' lectric field and so must operate at a lowt>r signal-to-noise ratio 

an a "full-time" electrostatic photomultipli~r. Like the other photo
emissive devices , it suffers from poor quantum efficiency at the wave-
1 ngths of the most useful laser oscillators. 

4. SOLID STATE.; DETECTORS UTILIZING INTERNAL 
PHOTOEFFECTS 

Beyond 1. 1.,._ , where photoemissive de vices no longer have suffi
c ient sens i tivity, detectors utilizing internal photoeffects must be 
employed. Solid state detectors with detectivities approaching the 
theoretical photon noise limit in the wavelength r a 1ge most likely to be 
used (0. 4 .,._ to 4. 0 .,..) are available as a result of the considerable progr~ss 
in infrared technology in the past decade. The objectives of this section 
are (1) to discuss th :.. factors which limit the response time of these 
detectors, (2) to atter to ev;:~ 1 uate the lower limit to the response time 
as d e termined by matt. ·.1 properties and the state of art in detector 
fabr ic ation, and (3) to •: xamine any possible change in detecti.vity that 
may result from design for rapid rt>sponse. 

A Near Infrared Detectors 

There are two internal photoeffects which are the basis of 
solid state detectors operating in the near infrared range of interest. In 
both caees, absorption of photons leads to a change in the c·oncentraticu1 
of fret>, mobile charge carriers within the material. In the first class 
c.f detectors, called intrinsic, the energy of an absorbed photon creates 
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an electron-hole pair,   i.e. ,   the excitation process raises an electron 
from a valence band state to a conduction band state and only photons 
with energies greater than the intrinsic band gap are effective.    The 
excitation process in the second class of detectors,   called extrinsic, 
is the ionization of an impurity center to produce -i free carrier and a 
charged defect site.     The optical absorption constant in intrinsic ma- 
terials is large,   ranging up to  10^ cm-x,  whereas in extrinsic materials 
it is rarely greater than 10- cm-1.    Photogenerated carriers are there- 
fore confined to much smaller regions of intrinsic detectors. 

Of the extrinsic detectors available,  p-type gold-doped germanium 
is best suited to the near infrared since its long wavelength cutoff X0 
(defined as the wavelength at which the responsivity decreases to one- 
half its maximum value) is  7.0 \x.    Since in extrinsic detectors majority 
carriers are generated by the absorbed light,  only photoconductive 
operation is feasible.    The time constant of these detectors,   set by the 
recombination time for free carriers with ionized impurity sites,   is of 
the order of 1 |j.sec.    The low absorption cross section requires a 
geometrical configuration which would make the rapacity of the detectors 
of the order of 20 |-LpF and the resistance  1 Mft .    Bandwidths greater 
than 1 Mc are therefore not attainable with this device without severely 
degrading performance.    It should also be noted that this detector re- 
quires refrigeration and does not achieve optimum detectivity unless 
cooledto 60oK (below the temperature of liquid nitrogen).    The same 
considerations concerning bandwidth are pertinent to all the extrinsic 
photoconductors,   and those with longer wavelength cutoffs have the 
additional disadvantage of requiring even lower temperatures of 
operation. 

The intrinsic detectors useful in the near infrared can be divided 
into single crystal and thin film classes for consideration.    The latter 
includes the lead salt series of photoconductors which are available as 
chemically deposited or evaporated thin films in a variety of geometric 
configurations.    Single crystals of these materials have proved difficult 
to prepare.    The long wavelength cutoffs of these materials range from 
Z. 5 \x for PbS to 4. 5 |j. for PbTe.    However,   their response times are 
very long,   ranging f'-om 10 to 1000 jisec; the shorter times are available 
only at the expenst       detec^vity.    The bandwidths required for optical 
Doppler radars are      erefore beyond the capability of this group of 
detectors. 

There remain intrinsic single crystal detectors which do offer 
the possibility of meeting the requirements required of a las^r receive'- 
system.    The long wavelength cut-offs of detectors that have been fabri- 
cated to tjpei<ite over the  spectral range of interest are listed in Table 7. 
Where more than one value appears in the table,   each corresponds to a 
different temperature of operation.    Operation of all the detector nvi- 
terials listed depends on the generation of electron-hole pairs which 
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TABLE 7 

l^NG WAVELENGTH CUTOFF FOR VARIOUS 
DETECTOR MATERIALS 

Si GaAs GaSb Go [nAs InSb          1 

X   a 

o 0. 8 0.9 1. 5 1.8 3.7 7.3 (300ÜK) 

5.6 (770K)     ' 

\      is the wavelength at which responsivity has decayed to one-      ) 

hall its peak value. 

occurs when a photon with energy greater than the energy gap between 
valence and conduction bands is absorbed.    Incident radiation can be 
monitored by "counting" the number of electron-hole pairs generated. 
The three techniques that have been utilized for the counting process 
are illustrated in Fig.   34.    Figure 34 (a) represents a detector operated 
in the photoconductive mode.     The dashed line represents the steady 
state electron-hole concentration in a uniform block of material.     The 
current that flows in response to an electric field applied between the 
electrodes provides a measure of the free carrier concentration.    When 
signal photons are incident on the detector,   an additional concentration 
of carriers is set up which varies with position in the detector as shown 
by the solid curve in Fig.   34  (a).    Because of the additional carriers a 
larger current flows in the external circuit. 

The phctoelectromagnetic  (PEM) mode of operation is obtained 
if the electric fieM is removed from the photoconductor so that it is 
connected directly        -oss a 'oad and a magnetic field is applied perpen- 
dicular to the plane        the figure.    Because of the concentration gradient 
of electron-hole paii :> produced by the absorbed radiation in the mati rial, 
carriers drift in the direction in which radiation is incident.     The  Lorentz 
force due to the magnetic field on the moving carriers deflects the elec- 
trons and holes to opposite electrodes and produces current in the 
cxLernal load (as illustrated in Fig.   34 (b)). 

The third mode of operation is the photovoltaic mode in which a 
p-n junction is produced immediately behind the surface on which r?iia- 
tion is incident by diffusing a p-type dopant into n-type material (Fig. 
34 (c)).    The generated electron hole pcirs diffuse to the junction under 
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Fig,   34,    Three modes of Operation of Solid State Photodetectors. 
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th inilu n e of the concentration gradients set up in response to the 
i ncid e nt radi<\ t i_ on. The e lectr i c fields in the junction drive the electrons 
to th n- side and holes to the p- side of the detector. With zero applied 
b ias, an xternal photocurrent can be obse rved or the detector may be 
op rated with r e verse bi a s i1 what is essentially a photoconductive mode. 

B a ppropriate control of the fab rication process, it is possible 
in s ome semiconductors to make the tr e:.nsition region between the nand p 
·egions lar ' e o r eve n to arrange that the detector consist of three regions: 
a th i ck n - type base reg i on on which there is first a moderately thick 
intrinsi c regi on, and then a very thin p region at the surface on which 
r a diati on i s incid ent. Such a p-i-n structure has somewhat different 
response tim characteristic s when biased in the reverse direction and 
is parti cularly useful for weakly absorbed radiation. (For a more de
taile d analy:; i s and revi ew of the properties of infrared detectors see 
R efs . I -1 and I- I o: ) 

B. Factors Determining Response Time of a Photodetector 

The r esponse time of a detector will depend on the mean 
time between the generation of excess carriers by light and either their 
recombination or their collection at the electrodes in PC and PEM cells. 
The requirement for £cut response and maximum responsivity deter,mines 
the geometry of the detectors. The response time of a detector depends 
on the mean lifetime of the photogenerated excess carriers. In suffi
ciently small structures this lifetime will be determined by the trancit 
time of a carrier and so is dependent on the geometry of the detector. 
To achieve the short response times needed for optical Doppler radar 
applications requires very small structures and since these have been 
achie•·ed most successfully in photovoltaic detectors, the preceding 
remarks will be i llustrated by a more detailed conl'lideration of such 
devices . 

Consider first the p-n junction cell illustrated in Fig. 34 (c). A 
photon flux densitv F 0 is incident on the front surfac~ of the cell giving 
rise to an excess c"· ·entration of generated electron-hole pairs that 
varies w i th posi t i or. ..- : tie the cell according to the relation 

n = F (1-R) e~e -Cix 
0 

(I-ll) 

whe :::-P. t<. is the reflection coefficient of the semiconductor surface and Cl 

i s the absorption constant for the wavelength of interest. The excess 
carriers will diffuse in the concentr;.tion gradient created ar.d the re
sulting particle flux density will be given by the diffusion equation 

~ = -D dn 
n ndx (I-12) 
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Dn is the diffusion constant of the excess minority carriers and in the 
case of the p-n junction device illustrated it is the diffusion constant of 
electrons in the p-type layer  adjacent to the  surface.    It is  i elated to the 
electron mobility by the Einstein relation Dn  = fin kT/e;  (k is Boltzmann's 
constant,   T   tlu   absolute temperature,   and   e   the magnitude of electronic 
change).    Since particle flux density can also be written as the product 
of concentration and velocity, $n = nv,   the velocity is found to be 

n   dn      ,   kT n   \->.\ v =  + — Ht    a . (1-13) 
n     dx en 

The response time of the detector may be estimated as the time it would 
take for a carrier geneiated at the surface to diffuse to the junction: 

W eW 
T   =-!L= ■ . (1-14) 

v       kTu.  a "n 

W is the depth of the junction below the irradiated surface. For a ger- 
manium detector at room temperature looking at the 1. 1 5 jx helium-neon 
gas laser line,   the parameters have the following values 

Q     ~ 10    cm 
7 

u.      =    3900 cm  /V-sec 
n 

T      =    300OK , 

.9 
If we substitute these values into (1-14) it is found that T ~ 10      sec for a 
junction depth   W   of lOp.,     It has been tacitly assumed in the above 
analysis that the diffusion length of minority carriers in the material is 
large compared tc   W,  or,   stated in another way,   the mean lifetime 
against recombinat        is larger than the transit time T .    If this were not 
the case,   a signific.      portion of the photogenerated carriers would re- 
combine before reaching the junction and would not contribute to the 
electrical output of the detector.    The electron-hole recombination time 
~0    is a function of the impurity content of the material and it varies 
from a few milliseconds to   10"" sec in most semiconductor 3.    For ma- 
terial« used in detectors it can generally be assumed thdl 1 0 -   rand that 
the correspo-'ding diffusion lengths are larger than the junction depths. 

In the example cited,  the absorption constant was oo large 
(a  =  lO1* cm-1) that most of the incident radiation was absorbed within a 
few microns of the surface.    If technologically possible,   the junction 
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... oul d be b rought to with in 2 li of the surface with no appreciable loss in 
s ign al but at a consider able improvement in response; T would be re
due d by a fac.tor of 5 to 2 x l0 - 10 sec . Alternativeiy, a laser line (at 
suc. h a. w a eleng .h that a i s only 103 cm-1) could be detected as effec-
i vel y by t h e original cletector wi th a response time of Io-9 sec. 

rl 'h e p -i-n form of t!le photovoltaic detector presents the possi
b ility o f more eftkient u i lization of the radiation for a more weakly 
ah::.orbP. d line . Thus , suppose the i-region extends from 2 li below the 
surf ace to 10 li be low the surface . When a large reverse bias is applied 
a ross h e d e ec or ,, essentially the comp1 f· ~e voltage drop afpear1 
across the intrHtsic region , a nd a line at wa elength a = 10 crr.
generat es arriers th:-oughou!: the intrins ic r e gion (see Fig . 35). Be
caus the i r egion i s ve ry narrow, the elec tr ic field intensity for 
s e ' ' " r al olts r e er s e b ias w ill be of the order of 1 o3 V /em or larger. 
In such f i l d s h e a e rage dr ' ft velocity of carriers in a semiconductor 
i r e ases and ven ually reache s a gaturati.on velocity v0 which in ger
manium i s 6 x 1 o6 e m / sec . (Refs. I-ll to I-13. ) Estimating the 
r e sponse time of th detector as the time required for a 8hotogenerated 
carr i e r to dr ift across the j unction gives ; · '""" 1. 3 x lo-1 sec. 

It rna no be poss ible to realize the transit time response of 
th e photovoltaic de tector b e cause of RC limitations encountered in the 
ci r c uit in which i is .incorporated . A reverse -biased junction has a 
c.ap acity de e rmin e d by he area and wi dth of the junction and the dielec-
r ic c onstant of the material: 

8 . 85 X 10-12 _E_ A 
E 

c = 0 F (I-15) 
w 

where 

E = di electric constant in farads per meter 

A = area of junction in square meters 

liT = width of junction in meters .. . 
The p - i-n junction used for illustrative purposet; above would have a 
capacJty of 1. 75 x 103 pF/cmZ. Difiused ju.."lctivns with areas ·of 
2 X 1 o - 4 cmZ can be fabricated , at least in germaniur;l (Ref. j-14 ), 
and s ~.:: h a j unction would have a capacity of 0. 35 pF. The -series re
sis t a:>ce .;:}i t u-= n- type base region in such a detector is in the range of 
1 to 10 0 so th.:;. . the characteristic R C time of the device is 3. 5 ~ 1 o-lZ 
sec . This will be degrac!ed if larger load r•:!sistors are coupled to .~ile 
detec tor . 
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Fig,   35.     p-i-n Junction Diode, 
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M or c d taU d a na l yse s of the operation of photovoltaic detectors 
a r e avai I able i n t h e lite r a tur e (Re fs. I-1, I-15 ). Q;t the basis of such 
a n a l y s es a nd 'h c urr nt state of th e a rt with respect to material prepar
ati on a nd d i-:e frt br ication, Luc ovsky, La l':. ser, and Emmons (Ref. I-16) 
hav e stimate d th e 3 CIB c utoff frequ e nc ie s of a variety of ,photovoltaic 
d t tors :or avai l a b le l a se r line s rang ing from the 6943 A ruby line to 
th 2 . 49 f.L u+ 3: C a F2 l i n e . Th i r e sti mates place the frequency cutoffs 
b e tween 4 . 6 x 1 o9 ps a nd 7 . 3 x 1010 cps. They consider silicon, ger
rnan iurn a nd galli u m ar s n i d e ope rate d at room t mveratur e, indium 
a r sen~.d e at 196°K, and i ndium ant i monide at 77°K llee Table 8). 

De tai led re por ts of op e r a t i ng d e tecto rs are rather sparse. The 
m ost complete d e scri pti on of such a detector published {Ref. I-14) 
d e scrib s a ge r a n i u m p- i- n junction with an i region 2. 5 tJ. thick and 
0 . 006 i n . 1n dia, 1e t e r . This d e tector e xhibited a pulse rise time of 0. 6 
n s ec a nd d e tected b eats up to 2 kMc in the out.(Jut of a pulsed ruby laser . 

A poi n t contact p-1T-n di ode {Rd. I-17) with a 1T region 5 tJ. thick 
and 5 f.L i n d i a m ete r has b e e n used to detect beats up to 936 Me in a 
hehum - n e o n las e r ope r ating at 1.15 tJ. (1T indicat es a lightly doped p 
r egi on) . 

Sa:'.to, e t al. (R e f . I- 18), have used a standard germanium para
m etnc d i ode to detect 4 kMc beats from ruby, and 11 kMc beats from 
suc h a sour ce hav e been detected with• a silicon p-i-n diode (Ref. I-19). 
Lucov sky , Lasser, and Emmons (Ref. I-16) reported beat measurements 
up to 1. 46 kMc w i t h germa nium , s i licon, gallium arseni de, and indium 
arse n i de photodi odes . 

C . Noi se Cons iderations in Fast Photocells 

As noted e arlie r, the photovoltaic mode of operativn will 
g enerally be prt:. f e rred for very fast detectors because of the relative 
e ase of fabr icating struc t u res having the small dimensions required. 
T h e current v oltage char a cte ri stic of such a detector has been found 
to be: 

I = r [cxp ~ - 1] -s kT 
-I +_y_ 

sc R
8

h 
(I-16) 

The first term on the r i ght is the I-V characteristic of a p-n junction in 
the d<~ .t: !~, the second term is the additional reverse ea.tu::-ation ::urrent 
due t '' op: icc-... ~ly generated carriers, and the third term represents the 
current throagh the shunt conductance of the diode. When operating 
into the small loads r~quired to achieve wide band performance, the 
small series resistance of the base region must also be taken into 
account. The constant current equival~nt circuit•of such a detector 
under rev erse b i as is shown in Fig. 36. The microwave receiver is 
i dealized as a series L, R circuit to provide the possibility of tuning. 
C is the d i ode capacity, rl? is the dynamic resistance of the diode 
(fJV/fJI ), and rs is its ser1es resistance. 
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Thp ronstant current generator has a magn'tvidt- 

whore  F is the incident photon flux density. 

The number    of carriers created per second is il AF,  where   r| is 
the quantum efficiency,  A   is the area of the detector,   and Isc = erjAF is 
the current produced by these carriers.    The short circuit current is is  = 
er)AAF. 

Reverse bias operation is preferred to photovoltaic operation when 
wide bandwidths are sought because    rD   is higher and   C   is smaller than 
in the latter case,    r      is generally so large that it may be taken as infinite 
in a first approximation.    The rms signal power developed in the RT   for 
a photon signal modulated at angular frequency w is 

\ 

S (w)   =   i   (eAn)2 AF2 L 
 Z 2—2 T 
(1-w  LC) + u C    (r    + R. ) 

S !_. 

(1-17) 

When operated at resonance, Re     for the photodiode is found from the above 
expression to be 

R eq —Z—2 2 u    C     (r    + R. r o s L 

(1-18) 

i 

and evidently decreases rapidly with frequency. 

Three types of noise must be taken into account in treating photo- 
diodes.    At low frequencies,  current noise having a power spectrum 
given by 

"7        I2 
ij   oc   T   Af (1-19) 

usually predominates.    However,   for most photodiodes fabricated with 
sufficient care this noise is negligible above a few kilocycles and so may 
generally be disregarded in discussing wideband laser receivers. 

! 
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riu- most important source of noise in a photovoltaic detector is 
shot noise mio to the particle nature of the current. It has a flat power 
spectrum   (up to frequencies determined by transit time effects) given by 

i  .     =   ZelAf 
sh (1-20) 

where,   as before,   I   is the average diode current and   e   is the electronic 
charge. 

The third source of noise which must be considered is thermal 
noise in the various resistive elements in the diode circuit.    Since current 
noise can be neglected at the anticipated high frequencies of operation,   the 
noise equivalent circuit of a photodiode can be drawn as in Fig.   37 with 
various  current generators having the values 

T^   r.    - ZelAf 
d 

T 
i 
s 

4kT Af (1-21) 

.2 4kT    A. 1L = wr M 

The noise power developed in the load in this circuit is 

N(w) 
2eIAfRr    +   4kTAfw2C2(r    +RT)RT L s L    L 

2        2        2   2 2 
(1-w  LC)    + c/c     (r    + RT r 

S l J 

+ N' (1-22) 

where N' represent.       iy noises arising from sources in the receiver other 
than RT .     The ratio oi signal power to noise power is given by 

S(u) 
1    ,   ,   »2 A ,2^ 
2   (eAr|)   Af  R, 

?.eIRT  +4kT u'LCZRL (r s + RL) + N'j'(l-OJ^LC)
2
 + w^C^ (rs + RL)Zj 

(1-23) 
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Fig.   37-    Noise Equivalent 
Circuit for a Photodiode. 
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A minimum dctcctabh' signal photon flux density can bo defined as that 
AF for which S/N       1 ,   and its rms value is given by 

AF 
rms 

(eAn) 
_    \ Zel + 4kToj2C2 (r     + RT) (1-24) 

N1 

U 
L 

[(l-^LC)2 + JcZ (rs + RL)2]j 

The   Q    of  the   resonant  circuit  formed  by   the   diode   and  its 
conjugate   load   in   the   receiver   is   given  by [ wC  (rs + RL)T"     and for 
signals modulated at the  resonance frequency   (u0    =    (LC)-l/2)  we get 

AF 
I 

rms 
(eAn) 

ZclAf + 
Q 

4kT Af 
(r i/ 

1       N'   ) (1-251 

The ideal mode of operation is one in which the diode current   I 
is determined by the incident photon flux (i.e. ,    I = eAr|AF) and is large 
enough so that the second and third terms in the braces are negligible. 

Signal and noise power are then both determined by properties of 
the incident photon flux,   and the detector will be either signal or back- 
ground limited,   depending on external conditions.    In routine infrared 
application where extremely high frequency operation is not required,  the 
cells can be operated with loads that match their dynamic resistance. 
Under these conditions the long wavelength detectors such as indium 
arsenide and indium antimonide should be thermal-background limited 
and the cells with shorter long wavelength cutoffs should be signal 
fluctuation limited,    Actually only the best indium antimonide photo- 
voltaic cells have been observed to attain this  sort of ideal operation and 
then only when used in conjunction with specially designed amplifiers. 
Since for broad-bar'J   operation it is necessary to use a relatively low 
load impedance  (R ^       30 ß ),  the shot noise term will be negligible and 
the noise output will L -  dominated by thermal effects in the associated 
circuitry and amplifiers.    This is evident from a comparison of the shot 
noise and thermal noise terms.    The current   I   required to give a shot 
noise power equal to the thermal noise in the load at resonance   s 

I   =   2^ 
e 

1 

Q   (rs + RL) 
(1-26) 
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Taking a fairly typical value of IQ fcr rs, assuming a matched load and a 
Q of 10, gives I = 1 mA. A photon flux (AF = l/ne) of 1. 3 x 10lb photon,' 
sec is required to produce this much current in the diode. The minimum 
detectable photon flux,   as set by thermal noise alone,   is 

( )   1/2 
AAF =   —<—T > = 1.2 x 10    photon/sec (I-27) 

rms       eT,J    Z      +R 

V s        u    / 

for a 1 cps bandwidth.    Shot noise will thus be negligible for any signals 
less than approximately  10^ photon/sec. 

The conclusion from the above is that photodiode performance as 
an envelope detector will always be limited by thermal noise in the load 
and amplifier.    This limitation can be overcome in heterodyne operation 
if a local oscillator with the power outputs noted above is available.    As 
shown by Forrester (Ref.  1-20) and Oliver (Ref.  1-21), both the Bhot 
noise power and the signal power increase in the same proportion as the 
local oscillator power is increased.    It is therefore possible to achieve 
a condition where shot noise is dominant.    The price that hat» to be piid 
for this improvement in performance is in the requirement for close 
alignment of signal beam and local oscillator beam.    Constructive inter- 
ference between the two beams can occur only if they are aligned within 
an angle A9 "^a/d,  where   X   is the wavelength of the light and d is the 
diameter of the collecting optics. 

As an indication of what could be achieved with semiconductor 
photodiodes,   the best currently available information concerning dynamic 
resistance and D* for the materials most likely to be used in the visible 
and near infrared has been added to Table 8.    A worH of caution is 
necessary in using these numbers.    The data reported are from standard 
infrared detector evaluation procedures and so are with load resistors 
that approximately match the dynamic impedance.    In broad-band envelope 
detection, thermal noise in the smaller loads required may severely 
degrade detectivity,  as pointed out above.    In heterodyne operation, the 
listed detectivities may well be achieved in practice. 

Also inclut       in Taole 8 is an estimate of the longest wavelength 
\c   at which a parti    dar material may be used to produce fast photode- 
tectors.    This limit is chosen, on the basis of transit time considerations, 
as that wavelength for which the optical absorption constant is  1000 cm'' 
at the operating temperature of the diode. 

To assure optimum electrical characteristics,  the material chosen 
should have a   \c   close to (and greater than) the laser wavelength being 
used.    Fabrication of such a detector in an appropriate package may still 
be difficult; to date, no experimental performance limits (response time, 
detectivity in wide-band operation) have been reported. 
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5. SUMMARY 

Of the "arious modes of operation of solid state photodetectors, 
p-n or p-i-n junction devices can probably achieve the highest speeds 
since it  <■:, now technologically possible to produce the small structures 
requ;red.    These devices are especially useful at wavelengths greater 
than 1   1 fJ- since they are 'he only devices with both fast response and 
high quantum efficiency in this region.    The disadvantages to be consid- 
ered are their limited capacity,   which restricts the bandwidth over 
which they can be operated,   and their small sensitive area.    In addition, 
heterodyne operation is  required to attain optimum  sensitivity,  and this 
imposes severe  restrictions on the alignment of the signal radiation with 
respect to the local oscillator.     Detectors operating at longer wavelengths 
(Z to 4^) also require cooling for maximum detectivity. 

G.   S. Picus 
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APPENDIX        II 

SPONTANEOUS EMISSION POWER IN LASER  AMPLIFIERS 

The amplifying medium of a laser can be characterized by the 
mple energy level diagram in Fig.   38. 

-N2 (g2) 

-Nl K' 

Fig.   38.    Simplified Energy Level Diagram of Laser. 

The method of calculating the spontaneous emission noise power 
is similar to that used by William H.   Culver;   however,   we   do  not 
make the simplifying assumption Nj    =0 and consider the general case 
where degeneracy may exist.    The material gain is  given by G = l/l0 = 
e0^ where 

Q(V)    =    L      (N9 .—K.)nv); (II-1) 

i{v)   is a line shape factor normalized such that 

(Y^ 

/ f(v) dv    =    1 

1 

I 
I 
I 

The peak absorption coefficient for a Lorentzian shaped line is 

nT (v   )   =   a L    o max 

N,  - ^N,  1   X*- 
2      g,      W     0 ■1 

4IT    n    Av 
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and lor a ^aussian shaped Urn-  is 

\->o' 

[\ 
•u2 \     2 

Rl      1 

4 TT n    A v T 

tog ^ (11-3) 

where 

N ,,   N-, = respective population densities 

gi>   §2 s respective  degeneracy factors 

Av - linewidth in cps at 1/2 absorption 

n s index of refraction 

\ = free space center wavelength 

T = radiative lifetime of level 2    . s 

We consider the case of a linear amplifier of gain   g   as in Fig.   39. 

A   =   cross sectional area 

 *■ dx M  

I 

U-x) 

-► I    =   I    e 
o 
ai g   =   e 

a^ 

Fig.   39.     Linear Amplifier. 

At the tame time that a beam is being amplified by passing through the 
active material,   the active material ie emiLting spontaneous radiation 
causing a background noise.    Some of this spontaneous emission is in 
turn amplified by passing through the amplifier.    Each volume element 
(Adx) will radiate spontaneously at the rate of 

N,f(v) Adx 
—-—j      photon/sec/solid angle/cps bandwidth. 
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We obtain the total spotltaneous emission by adding the emission in the 
various volume elements (Adx) multiplied by the gain appropriate to 
said volume element. Therefore, 

p f N2
f(v) A 

ea.(l-x)dx (11-4) ~ 
hv = T4'11' 

x=O 

Gz 
gz ) z - - N >. f( v) 
gl 1 

[ ea.l - 1] = T 4'11'a. 

(II- 5) 

Substitution of 
I 

Nl) (N -g2 2 
2 i(l 

~ f( v) 

a. = (II-6) 
8w i" n 

yields 

N2 2hv 
3 2 

[ g - 1] p = 2 n (11-7) 
sp g2 

N2 -- Nl 
c 

gl 

where g = ea..l • We define Tnoise = Tn in the standard manner: it 
is the temperature of a black- body noise generator at the input terminal 
of the amplifier which gives the same noise power at the output terminal 
as that observed, i.e •• 

p 
N2 

= ap g2 
N2--. l'<l'l 

gl 
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2 
(Tl1e factor n drop s 
no is to the input, th 
r e fr a ction o n -nt e ring 

out of : ~~~ comparison, sinc e if we refer the 
solid ;. .1 .~ l e is multiplied by ~ J./n2 due to 
the a· "tifying medium. ) Sol.ring for 

T 
n 

= h v /k log [ ~ -_:_~-:-~.;...,)1:-g---1 (II-9) 

which for high gain <tnd perfe ct inversion (N 
1 

= 0) reduces to the 
famil i a r limit 

T 
n = hv 

k log2 

If we wish to obtain tre total spontaneous emission, we can integrate 
the previous result over frequency: i.e., Ptot = /P(v) dv. The 
integrals, however, are difficult; therefore we approximate the 
integrals by the peak value of the integrand multiplied by the band
width at half gain 

ptot = 

= 

00 J P( v) d v I Lorentzian P(v ) ~v 
0 

3 
Zh.v 

z 
c 

(g - 1) 
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log g 
0 

1/2 

1 

6 v = amplifier 
bandwidth 
(Ref. Il-l) 
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and similarly 

00 

p tot = J P(v) dv 
Gaussian 

0 

lhv 3 
~ (g- 1) 

log g 
0 

log log g /Z 
0 

log Z Av • 

(U-11) 

T!le joregoing applies for sin_gle pass amplification. For helium
neon (63l~ A) the single pass gain is of the order of 1. 1/m; therefore it t. 
v f interest to consider the noise properties of a laser regenerative 
amplifier. 

The gain of a regenerative la•er amplifier is given by (Ref. U-Z) 

G = 
l 

( 1 - R) g 
0 z (1- R g) 

0 

where J is the intensity reflection coefficient of the mirror•, and 
go= e . 

Fer future reference we •hould note that 

(G- 1) = (II·!?) 

A calculatior. of the spontaneous emi•sion emitted from thi• regen~rative 
amplifier. yields the result that 

gz 
N., - - N 
~ g1 1 
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n ( 1 - R) 

z 
( 1 - R enl) 

(11-13) 



r' — 

/ 

1 
\ 

2  ' g,     "I 

2hi (l - R) 

(i - R fe 
i-- <G-l) 

for high gain   g   R*1 1; therefore,   the above reduces to 

sp £-     n      (G-  1) (11-14) 

which we recognize as being identical to  (II-7) with   G,    the regenerative 
gain,   replacing the single pass gain   g0  = e0-* ; hence this system has the 
noise temperature given by (II-9) with the regenerative gain replacing the 
single paefi gain. 

The rel itive merits of regenerative versus single pass amplifi- 
■ atio i will not je argued at this time,  but a limited comparison of the 
dvartages of the separate approaches does seem in order. 

Single pass amplification can utilize the bandwidth of the laser 
IT   tcMi.vl to advantage,   and as a preamplifier for a large shift Doppler 
receiver the advantages are obvious.    Apertures would be necessary to 
spatially separate the various resolution elements of the system,   and 
hct   rodyning could reduce the serious problem of noise in the unused 
portion of the amplifier irequency bandwidth (frequency mode selection 
performed at i.f.   frequency). 

Regenerative amplification provides an efficient method of com- 
bining mode (spatial and frequency) selection and amplification. Within 
a mode the amplifying bandwidth is given by (Ref.   II-3) 

(l-R)c 

J  R TfT in-is) 

and in certain applications this will be a disadvantage,  viz, ,   the large 
shift Doppler. 

I.   J.   D'Haenens 
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